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INSIDE:

Jones campaign most expensive in state history

With the General Election hours away, here
is a complete list of
voting precincts for the
county. Page 15

SPORTS:
Queen has royal day as
Tennessee Tech rolls
over Murray State,
45-7. Page 8

among the House members who wrote bad checks.
Jones was spending today campaigning door-to-door in
Associated Press Writer
Louisville while Hopkins was making brief final in several
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Wealthy horse breeder Brereton cities across the state.
With $18.7 million already spent by the candidates seeking
Jones used an $8 million bankroll to conduct a quift campaign
office this year, the campaign to become Kentucky's 51st
the
Kentucky's
win
to
favorite
prohibitive
the
him
made
that has
governor is far and away the most expensive in history. Four
political exacta on Tuesday.
Jones, the Democratic lieutenant governor, spent $4 million years ago, the total was barely $15 million.
Kentucky's constitution prohibits gubernatorial succession,
to win a sharply contested primary in May and will spend a
current Gov. Wallace Wilkinson could not seek re-election.
so
Tuesday's
from
in
like amount,by the time the results come
Jon,
who has been angling for the office since entering
general election.
Republican nominee Larry Hopkins, a seven-term member politics four years agcr with his run for lieutenant governor,
of Congress who was considered the best GOP hope for gov- has tried to play on the revulsion many Kentuckians have
ernor in a generation, suffered a couple of self-inflicted cam- developed for politics and government.
As the campaign drew to a close last week, Jones began
paign wounds. Most damaging was his admission that he was

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
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$42,000,000!
Lotto Kentucky jackpot soars;
winning numbers elude players
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MADRID, Spout — Encouraged
by the amicable tenor of their
initial direct talks, Palestinians
and Israelis say they hope to
begin serious talks on such
issues as Palestinian autonomy
within days or weeks. Page 3

FRANKFORT — The two eastern Kentuckians running for
lieutenant governor have mainly
been taking the personal
approach to reaching voters in
something of a throwback style
of campaigning. Page 2

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — The
Murray State Racer volleyball
team made an about-face Saturday afternoon, defeating conference foe Morehead State in four
?ames in the Carr Health Building. Page 8

BUSI NESS
The unemployment rate
worsened to 6.8 percent in
October as mass layoffs hit factory and construction workers,
the Labor Department said.

FOIZE('AST
Tonight a record low around 20
under clear skies. Light wind.
Tuesday mostly sunny and not
as cold. Highs in the mid-40s.

I'()LLEN/MOL)
1-800-7564AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
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Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
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asking supporters for a big margin that he said would send a
message against "very negative, kind of personal attack kind
of campaigning."
"If we just win by a little bit, the signal will not be very
clear," Jones said. "We want to win every congressional
district."
A poll conducted by The Courier-Journal newspaper of
Louisville hinted that Jones might get such a mandate.
In late September, Jones had a comfortable lead of 46-32
over Hopkins. By late October, the newspaper poll showed
Hopkins trailing 57-27 and a big jump in the number of voters
who viewed him negatively.
The poll showed Jones leading even in the traditionally
Republican district and in Hopkins' home 6th District in central Kentucky.

KiwaMorris Bilbrey takes stock of a -display filled with World War 11 memorabilia Saturday during the
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The over since the last winner cracked a
largest lotto bonanza in the country $4 million prize on Aug. 31.
Sales records have been broken
kept growing Saturday night when
no one correctly picked the six weekly during the last few weeks
numbers for the record $37 million as the jackpot continued to set
records for the state.
Lotto Kentucky jackpot.
Last week, $13.7 million worth
The jackpot for Wednesday's
of Lotto Kentucky tickets were
drawing jumped to $42 million.
The largest Lotto Kentucky jack- sold. Sales of all products for the
pot that has been hit was $10 mil- week totaled $19.4 million, comlion, when a 73-year-old great- pared with $4.5 million for the
grandmother from Lee's Summit, same week in 1990.
One-day sales records were set
Mo., matched the six numbers
also. For Saturday, the lottery sold
drawn June 29.
Since then, however, the lottery $3.9 million worth of Lotto Kenhas changed the game from 42 tucky tickets. Sales were $4.4 milnumbers to 49, changing the odds lion for all games.
When the seven numbers were
of winning on one play from 5.245
million-to-1 to about 14 added to the game in August, the
lottery began offering, two plays
million-to-1.
"That's why it's- sen so hard to instead of one for $I. Donaldson
win," Donaldson said before says taking that into consideration,
Saturday's drawing. "And it's why the odds are about 7 million-to-1 of
Kentucky today has the largest winning on a $1 play.
Saturday's numbers were 5, 12,
jackpot In the country."
The jackpot has been rolling 13, 20, 31 and 34.

Talks end on divisive note, but sides agree to meet again
MADRID, Spain (AP) — al-Sharaa said today the Israelis
Archenemies Israel and Syria con- had been intransigent, speaking
cluded a historic round of direct "empty words about peace" while
talks on a divisive note today, a refusing to discuss territorial consharp contrast with the ground- cessions. He said the Israelis did
breaking initial meeting between all they could "to make the peace
conference and the talks a waste of
Israeli and Palestinian officials.
Israel's five hours of talks with time."
"The Israelis as a people desire
Syria, which started late Sunday
after much diplomatic wrangling, peace," al-Sharaa told reporters.
were characterized as frustrating by "But the government is a special
the Israelis although the parties case. It is more hawkish, more
intransigent than its people."
agreed to meet again.
The tenor of Sunday's talks
Farouk
Minister
Syrian Foreign

Nader opposes
postal rate hike
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumer advocate Ralph Nader says any more Increases in
postal rates are unjustified and
is urging the Postal Service to
reject any rate-hike auernpts.
"The 29-cent first-class
stamp is already too expensive,
and any additional increase is
totally unjustified," Nader said
in a statement released Sunday.
The board of governors last
year applied for a five-cent hike
in the cost of a first-class stamp,
raising the cost to 30 cents. But
the independent Postal Rate
Commission approved only four
cents as part of a complex package that affected virtually all
classes of mail. Those increases
took effect in February.
Since then, the Postal Service
has asked the rate commission
twice to reconsider its decision
and grant it the extra penny,
saying it would lose $800 million without It.
However, the rate commission
rejected that proposal both
times.
The matter is now in the
hands of the nine postal governors, who can overrule the rate
commission, but only if they
vote unanimously to do so. That
has happened once in the past,
in 1981.
The governors were scheduled to meet today and Tuesday. Today's session was to be a
closed-door meeting with no
formal action taken. The board
meets In public session Tuesday
morning and was expected to
consider the matter publicly

then.

between Palestinians and Israelis
was amicable and both sides said
they hoped to begin serious negotiations on such issues as Palestinian
autonomy within days or weeks.
The Israelis also met Sunday
with the Lebanese and Jordanians.
The Israelis agreed to hold further direct talks with all four Arab
parties, but left unresolved the
question of where and when. Israeli
officials said the Lebanese even
indicated the talks might not
resume for a few months.

left Sunday.
According to the Israelis, Syria
Israel negotiators said the Syrinsisted that contacts over the short
term be made through U.S. inter- ians, whom they were meeting face
to face for the first time in 43
mediaries. By contrast, Jordan and
the Palestinians agreed to direct years, refused to budge from their
contacts with Israel in negotiating insistence on a full Israeli withdrawal from occupied territory.
further talks.
But the mere fact that the MadThere had been indications on
Sunday that further contacts could rid peace conference reached a secoccur in Madrid today, but Israeli ond round, with Israelis and Palesdelegation announced plans to tinians talking across the negotiating table as equals for the first
leave this afternoon.
The architect of the talks, Secretary of State James A. Baker III, (Cont'd on page 2)

BRRR! Arctic air brings early chill, record snow
By The Associated Press
Record cold gripped the Plains,
the Great Lakes region and the
Midwest early today as Arctic air
followed the low-pressure front
that dumped record snow on the
region over the weekend.
Scores of cities had record low
temperatures Sunday and this
morning. Today's low in the Twin

Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul,
Minn., was 3 below zero. Oklahoma City dropped to a record low of
11.
Temperatures hit record lows
across Nebraska, including 9 below
zero at Norfolk, 21 degrees colder
than the previous record for the
date, 12 above zero. In Illinois,
Chicago cooled to a record low of
11. Yankton, S.D., chilled to a

record 7 below zero.
Temperatures were as much as
40 degrees below normal in the
southern Plains on Sunday afternoon and were expected to be 20
degrees below normal today in
much of the Southeast.
A snowstotm that extended
across much of the nation's midsection Thursday, Friday and
Saturday dumped a record 28.9

Getting the last (horse) laugh

Affair and Twilight
Unbridled was third in Saturday's Breeder's Cup Classic, finishing behind Black Tie
and 'twilight
affair'
tie
`black
own
his
has
winner
Agenda, but the 1990 Kentucky Derby and CIIIS.SiC
stud.
to
retiring
before
race
last
his
in
appearing
was
agenda' to dwell on. Unbridled

inches of snow in the Twin Cities.
Thousands of people remained
without electricity in southeastern
Minnesota in the wake of the snow
and ice, with some not expected to
get service back until this coming
weekend, and as many as 1,000
residents of southeast Nebraska
were still without power today.
A warming trend was to begin
later today.

Poll: Americans
favor doctorassisted suicide
BOSTON (AP) — Nearly two
out of three Americans favor giving terminally ill patients the
choice of doctor-assisted suicide,
and more than half would consider
that option themselves, a poll
found.
The poll, sponsored by The Boston Globe and the Harvard School
of Public Health, also found that
church teachings against suicide
and intentional killings had little
impact on those surveyed.
The poll, published Sunday,
found that 64 percent favor
-physician-assisted suicide, and 52
percent think they would actually
consider it themselves.
"People are trymg to tell us
something," said Dr. Marcia
Angell, executive editor of the
New England Journal of Medicine.
"There's a great perception out
there that high-tech medicine has
gotten out of hand."
The AMA opposes lifting traditional strictures against physicianassisted suicide and euthanasia.
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Jones mailing apparently wrong on Hopkins' record
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
appears that a Democratic mailing
targeted to senior citizens about
Republican Larry Hopkins' congressional voting record on a
Social Security cost-of-living
adjustment is inaccurate.
Democrat Brereton Jones' gubernatorial campaign sent the mailing,
headlined "Larry Hopkins Voted
to Cut Your Social Security Payments," which said Hopkins twice

,

voted to cut the ainount the allowance was raised.
Hopkins, who represents the 6th
District, says the mailing distorts
his record.
The claim refers to two votes in
June 1981 that approved a large
Republican package of budget cuts,
said Jones campaign aide Steve
Miller. This legislation was a top
priority of the Reagan administration, and Hopkins voted for it

along with almost ZIl other
Republicans.
The package affected the Social
Security program but did not
reduce the cost-of-living adjustment, according to the House Ways
and Means subcommittee, which
deals with Social Security, and two
Washington interest groups, the
National Council of Senior Citizens
and the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and

Lt. Governor's race a 'throwback'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
two eastern Kentuckians running
for lieutenant governor have mainly been taking the personal
approach to reaching voters in
something of a throwback style of
campaigning.
Democrat Paul Patton and Republic-an Eugene Goss have resisted
spending huge amounts of money,
running television advertising blitzes and making personal attacks in
their campaign for lieutenant
governor.
Goss, 63, a Harlan attorney, has
refused contributions of more than
S300 — far below the legal limit of
$4,111 — and has raised only
$53.11 for Tuesday's general
election.
Patton, 54, a millionaire who is

Time is
Running
Out...
for ordering

CALENDARS
Ask about our FAST SHIP
10 day service.

making his second run at the
lieutenant governor's office, has
raised $503,192 in this campaign
but has spent less than half that
amount. He said he has held back
because Goss has not "vigorously" pursued the campaign.
Patton has emphasized his record
as Pike County's judge-executive
since 1982. with the focus on economic development. He said last
week that he now is concentrating
on getting a good turnout and that
Democratic prospects look "awfully good."
Patton, who plans to run for governor in 1995 if he -wins this race,
said he would return to contributors
whatever money he has left from
the campaign.
Although a recent statewide poll

showed Patton leading by more
than 20 percentage points, Goss
said he believes the race has
tightened.
"I've done what I set out to do
— set a proper example of what
campaign reform means," Goss
said.
Goss, who served in the administration of Louie Nunn, the last
Republican governor in Kentucky,
ran in last spring's primary with
gubernatorial candidate Larry Forgy, who lost to U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins.
Unlike Patton and his running
mate, Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones,
Goss and Hopkins have disagreed
on several key issues during the
campaign, including the need for a
right-to-work law.

Talks end...
(Coned from page 1)
time, was a U.S. diplomatic
triumph.
"The bottom line is, the direct
face-to-face negotiations have
begun," Baker said before flying
home.
Harlan Ashrawi, the Palestinian
spokeswoman, said Baker would
not have left unless he felt he had
set the wheels in motion.

She said the Israelis and Palestinians might resume negotiations in
two to three weeks. Israel's deputy
foreign minister, Benjamin Netanyahu, didn't set a time for resuming negotiations. Israel agreed to a
U.S. request to allow complete
freedom of movement in Israelicontrolled territory for members of
the Palestinian negotiating team
Israeli officials said.

living adjustment received by federal government retirees. Their
payment adjustment had been figured twice a year but the legislation put it on an annual basis.
But the Social Security adjustment was always figured annually.
Miller could not be reached for
further comment; an aide said he
was traveling.
The $122-a-month minimum on
Social Security payments was eli-

Medicare.
Also, the 1981 Congressional
Quarterly Almanac, a reference
book on legislation, says nothing
about the cost-of-living adjustment
being affected.
Miller provided a listing of 1981
key House votes selected by the
National Association of Retired
Federal Employees, which was critical of that budget package because
of the way it affected a cost-of-

Leaf pickup set
Leaf pickup in Murray city
limits will be held Nov. 4-Dec.
2 by the Murray Public Works
and Utilities, beginnIhg with the
area south of Main Street to the
southern city limits, working
east to west (see map, right).
The second area to be picked
up will be the north side of
Main Street to the northern city
limits, working west to east.
The entire city will be .covered twice to insure that all
leaves are picked up. Please do
not rake leaves into the street,
sired gutters, or over water
meters!
Leaves should be raked two
or three feet from the street
curb. Bagged leaves should be
placed at the curb side, or may
be dropped off at the old city
park located on Chestnut Street
(an area will be designated at
the graveled area by the ball
fields). Bagged leaves may be
dropped off at the area beginning Monday, Oct. 28, and will
be accepted through Dec. 2.
No brush or tree trimmings
will be picked up by the leaf
crew this fall. For an estimate of
cost of brush pick-up, call
762-0330, or you may dispose
of brush at the city landfill.

Baker visit seen as longsought triumph for China
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BEIJING (AP) — China today
hailed Secretary of State James A.
Baker Ill's forthcoming visit this
month as an "important event" in
the two countries' relations, which
are at their lowest level since tics
were restored in 1979.
China had long sought the visit
as the United States lagged conspicuously behind the other major
industrialized nations in reestablishing high-level contacts,
halted when the army fired on prodemocracy protesters in 1989.
Japan, Britain and Italy sent their
prime ministers to Beijing this
year, Spin and France sent their
foreirftinisters. Baker will be the
highest level U.S. official to visit
China since President Bush
traveled here in early 1989.
Most Western countries remain
dissatisfied with China's human
rights record, but nowhere has Chi-
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na come in for a heavier bashing
than in Washington, where Congress has criticized its missile
sales, nuclear technology transfers,
trade barriers, exports of prisonmade goods and inadequate copyright protection.
Baker's trip announcement on
Sunday put the emphasis on the
"real problems" that exist in the
relationship and the need to discuss
them, but China stressed the positive gesture the trip represents.
"Mr. Baker's forthcoming visit
is an important event in U.S.-China
relations,'' a Foreign Ministry
statement said.
"High-level contacts between
the two sides for exchanging views
on bilateral relations and major
international issues to enhance
mutual understanding (are) conducive to the restoration of Sino-U.S.
relations."

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Three and Charles Chumbler, 53, will be
people convicted of conspiring to eligible for parole consideration in
murder a 'Florida teacher last year 25 years, while Holly Kariakis, 27,
were sentenced to life in prison. will be eligible in 12 years.
The three have been jailed withUnder the sentences imposed
Saturday, Michael Kariakis, 28, out bond since their arrests in January and will receive credit for time
already served.
Wearing handcuffs and leg irons
in the courtroom for the first time
since their trial began almost four
weeks ago, they declined to speak
when- Livingston Circuit Court
Judge Willard Paxton asked
Podiatrists specializing
whether they had anything to say
in the medical and surgical
before he imposed the sentences.
treatment of foot problems.
The jury found Michael Kariakis
guilty of shooting Nelda Chumbler,
South 12th St
Murray, KY
52, I junior-high school science
Mon. thru Fri.
763-0666
teacher from Brandon, Fla., on a
farm in McCracken County on Dec.
27. Her husband, Charles, and Kariakis' wife, Holly, were convicted
of complicity in the murder.
The lawyers for all three have
said they will appeal.

'

10:00 a.m.-5 p.m.

minated in the 1981 budget package. About 2 million recipients
were affected by the move.
After public outcry, however, the
House voted to restore the minimum the next month. Hopkins voted against permitting this restoration measure to come to the floor,
but after it did, he voted to pass it.
The Jones mailing also refers to
this issue, saying Hopkins opposed
efforts to restore the minimum.
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SIMI VALLEY, Calif. — President Bush is leading the tributes at the dedication of Ronald Reagan's new library in Simi Valley, Calif., an event that will
bring together five American presidents for the first time. Bush was joining
his four immediate predecessors — Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter and Reagan — at the ceremonial opening of the $70 million Reagan
Presidential Library and Center today. Secretary of State James A. Baker
III, just back from the Middle East peace conference in Madrid, also planned
to fly to California to honor the man he served as White House chief of staff
and treasury secretary. Carter missed last year's inaugural of the Nixon
library in Yorba Linda, Calif., which the other presidents attended, but he
returned from election-monitoring duties in Zambia to be on hand this time.
Reagan helped dedicate Carter's library in Atlanta in 1985.

ciALECTIONS

Democratic Sen. Harris Wofford of Pennsylvania struggles to keep his
appointed seat on Tuesday against a challenge from former Attorney General Dick Thornburgh. Hississippi and Kentucky are picking governors in offyear elections. The most far-reachiog contest may be the one to limit the
tenure of members of Congress from Washington state — a'measure that
names no politicians but could affect the fate of many, including House
Speaker Thomas Foley. San Francisco, Houston and Boston are among the
big cities holding mayoral elections, and voters in Virginia and Pennsylvania
will elect new members of the House. The Pennsylvania Senate race, where
Wofford has fashioned an underdog campaign around middle-class economic issues and support for national health insurance, and the Washington
ballot question to limit the terms of the state's congressional delegation
have drawn the interest of politicians looking ahead to the 1992 campaign.

IMELDA'S RETURN

MANILA, Philippines — Former first lady Imelda Marcos returned today to a
rousing welcome nearly six years after a populace that considered her and
her late husband corrupt despots drove them and their untold riches into
exile. Mrs. Marcos, 61, told supporters she had come home to unite the
country and vindicate her husband, who died in exile in Hawaii in 1989. She
was all emotion and moxie, at one point leading supporters in song at a
news conference. The government says President Ferdinand Marcos and
his flamboyant wife stole up to $10 billion from the Philippine people during
his 20-year rule. "Your smiles wiped away my pains and frustations," Mrs.
Marcos said after arriving on a chartered Boeing 747 from Hawaii with 250
supporters, staff and journalists.
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By any other name ...
Smith's middle name creates news and jury problems
The lifestyle of the senator, criWEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
uPirr
(AP) — His attorneys refer to him ticism of his role in last month's
•
as Will Smith or Mr. Smith, but his Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill hearof books,
middle name — Kennedy — makes
his rape case worldwide news and
finding a jury for it difficult.
The range of feelings about the
family history of William Kennedy
Smith is evident outside the courthouse where Smith will be tried.
At one corner, there is a John F.
Kennedy memorial park with a
"rose garden" dedicated to
Smith's assassinated uncle and his
grandmother, Rose Kennedy.
At another, a vendor has done
booming business selling "The
Kcnnedys' Easter Tour" T-shirt,
depicting Smith's uncle, Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, lifting a beer
stein on the front and listing Palm
Beach bars on the back.
"The central issue, the No. 1
variable, is the Kennedy family
name," said Amy Singer, a Miami
trial consultant. "Are they (prospective jurors) Kennedy lovers, or
are they Kennedy haters who will
put the moral character of the Kennedys on trial?"

ings and a recent wave
articles and TV movies dwelling on
rumored extramarital -affairs of his
late brothers are part of questioning
prospective jurors about attitudes
on the family — and whether the
attitudes will extend to Smith.
Smith, 31, denies a 30-year-old
woman's dein he raped her March
30 on the grounds of his family's
Palm Beach estate.
Legal experts following the case
said Smith's attorneys want to
avoid jurors who might tie a rape
by a young member of the family
into a pattern of Kennedy moral
misconduct.
As prospective juror Renee
Eisenberg, 56, said Friday, first
news of the incident triggered
thoughts for some people of: "Oh
my God, the Kennedys are at it

again!"
Most of 14 people questioned so

far have indicated mixed feelings
about the family, with some talking
about womanizing, reputed family

William Kennedy Smith (second from right) arrives for jury selection
last Thursday.
bootlegging scores of years ago dor to London.
Others expressed great respect
and even whether the late family
patriarch, Joseph Kennedy, was a for contributions of the family, parNazi sympathizer while ambassa- ticularly John and Robert.

GATES/CIA CONFIRMATION

WASHINGTON — Robert Gates is headed for virtually certain confirmation
this week as CIA director, but he faces challenges and scrutiny in a job that
may be tougher than the Senate examination he has undergone for the last
4 months. If approved by the Senate on Tuesday, Gates will take com/
41
mand of an agency that has become accustomed to ever-increasing
budgets, yet now faces cuts of up to 25 percent in the next two to three
years. The nominee, a career specialist in Soviet affairs, also will have to
reshape America's intelligence apparatus to focus away from Moscow's military and on to entirely different threats: economic espionage, terrorism,
Third World political instability. And Gates will do all of this under the eyes
of a Congress that still feels substantial jitters about his past.

ELECTION DAY
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AIDS IN AFRICA
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KINSHASA, Zaire — In a city with one of the world's highest known AIDS
rates, the main blood bank has run out of testing agents for the virus and
some hospitals are dispensing untested blood. "It's criminal. They are giving
transfusions without knowing, and they know some of the blood is contaminated. But they have no choice. It's die now, or die later," said Dr. Manzila
Tarande. Manzila is the Zairean doctor left in charge of Project AIDS, a
U.S.-funded arid run research program until September, when American
doctors fled amid domestic political turmoil. Foreign governments and relief
agencies had supplied AIDS testing kits and funds to hospitals in Kinshasa.
But when they pulled their personnel out because of riots triggered by a
mutiny by President Mobutu Sese Seko's poorly paid troops, the money and
supplies went with them.
JOHANNEBURG, South Africa — Hundreds of thousands of blacks struck
today to„plotest a new sales tax, crippling businesses and bringing many
areas to a standstill. At least 17 people were killed in strike violence. Blacks
failed to show up at thousands of businesses across South Africa in
response to the call for a two-day strike against the tax, and a demand by
black groups for a voice in running the economy. Organizers claimed at
least three million people were striking, but the figure could not be confirmed. Business spokesmen said hundreds of thousands of people were on
strike. "The organized working class has today, and will tomorrow, strike a
body blow to apartheid," strike leader Jay Naidoo said.

GREAT SAVINGS
FOR WOMEN,
MEN , CHILDREN
AND HOME

SERBS ATTACK CROATIANS

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia — Serbian-led federal forces today attacked the east
Croatian stronghold of Vukovar with a deafening barrage of tank, cannon
and howitzer fire and sent warplanes streaking over the city. The explosions
were so loud and frequent that it was impossible to tell whether the planes
also had bombed the city, Croatian defense officials reported by telephone
from their bunker. "It's horror," one said on condition of anonymity. "Every
second, we hear a detonation." Fighting raged as close as 200 yards from
the city center where the Croats have dug in, the Belgrade-based state
news agency Tanjug reported from Vukovar. Tanjug said that 50 Croats
were killed in fighting on Sunday. It quoted federal military sources as saying today's onslaught in the secessionist republic was a final attack to drive
Out Croatian fighters.

% TO 35% OFF
• ST. JOHN'S BAY SHIRTS.
•SWEATERS AND CASUAL SLACKS
Sale 19.99 Reg $32. St. John s Bay" crew
neck sweater made of ramie/cotton.

25% OFF
•ALL

MISSES' SLEEPWEAR

• ADONNA" LINGERIE
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25% TO 40% OFF
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LEATHER & HANDBAGS

25%°FF
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HAITIAN ELECTIONS

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The interim prime minister has urged parents to
since
send their children to schools, which are opening for the first time coup.
President Jean -Bertrand Aristide was ousted in a Sept. 30 military
an interview
The prime minister, Jean-Jacques Honorat, also told Haitians inorganizations
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elections.
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broadcast Sunday
Some
have called for a boycott of schools to push for Aristide's return.
government
groups also called for a general strike. The army and the new
For sevsaw the opening of schools as a test of public confidence in them.
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Read... then recycle

PEOPLE IN MURRAY
ARE LOSING WEIGHT
THE BEST WAY.
At Hollywood Weight Loss Clinic.
You'll Find Support, Medically Screened
Program and Free Consultation.

PAY FOR A 10 LB. PROGRAM
LOSE THE REST FOR

Vicki Jump
has lost
49 lbs. & 531'1 inches.

20%T°

• ALL STAFFORD' DRESS SHIRTS

11 nia

CHOICE I I.UUREG.14.99

• USA OLYMPIC BRAND
FLEECE CREW OR PANT veUSC 3ao

UM:Weig ht-Loss-Clinic

204 S. 5th St., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m

25% OFF

2O%0

• ADONNA" LINGERIE
• FRENCH NAVY'
FLEECE SEPERATES

• SCARVES OVER $10,
BELTS & GLOVES
• WOMEN'S SUITS

25%

30% OFF

OFF

• ALL DENIM FOR MISSES'

JUNIORS', PETITES'

on sale SM. price
,.
Other Mee and NC:1=.rieble
inbeelthe through

FOR CHILDREN

FOR WOMEN

FOR WOMEN

30% OFF

• CHIC" CASUAL
SEPARATES

25% OFF
• ALL BOYS' & GIRLS DENIM,
OUTERWEAR, DRESSES, WINTER
KNITWEAR, HANDBAGS,
BACKPACKS, UNDERWEAR,
SOCKS & FLEECE SETS
• SELECTED SWEATERS,
SLEEPWEAR & COORDINATES
25% OFF
• ALL OSH-KOSH B GOSH'
FOR NEWBORNS,INFANTS
& TODDLERS

SALE STARTS ELECTION DAY, TUESDAY NOVEMBER 5
owl"CIEI

ggi I)L_ :vw_cci)

WOMEN AND CHILDREN
liben's sale once* eneceve through November NM,
Women's Nee price elective through November 21111,

FOR MEN

YOUR

• DRAPERIES. PRISCILLA,S.
PANELS AND TIERS
Sal. 29.99 Reg $42 Supreme' draperies

• OUTERWEAR FOR MEN,

• REG. $.8. JCPENNEY
COLLECTION TOWELS
Sale 3.99 Reg $6 Hand towel

[ItlEr"

Call 753-1044

SAVE ON ALL

25% TO 50% OFF

Hollywood, one of the fastest growing
weight loss clinics can help you.

Offer does not include the cost of supplements. Offer cannot be
combined with other offers. Valid only for new programs at
participating clinics One offer per person. Offer expire'- 11-17-91

mbers:
, four);
(five,
thirty's win0-9-4

• JEANS FOR MEN FROM THE
ORIGINAL ARIZONA JEAN
COMPANY", BUGLE BOY*,
UNION BAY* AND LEVI'S!

SOUTH AFRICA STRIKES

FREE
UMW

SAVE ON ALL

01991, JCPennay Company,Inc.

Store Hours:

Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Fashion comes to life'

jcpenne
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Regular prices an isaanne Pekes et*.
Sines may or may not have bele made at
regular price
thMa prime Niece.throlegto NeventherI 10i.
onmee othenrim meet eereenbosee on nopreethe
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Office Phone:
759-1400

Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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Letters to Ow Editor
Thanks for a 'wonderful weekend'
Dear Editor:
Having just participated in the reunion of the 1%1 Murray High football team at the recent Tiger home game with Heath, I desire to take this
opportunity to thank the many fans and friends of this fine high school
and how they made this such a wonderful weekend for me and my family.
Special recognition is due to several couples and to coach Fisher and
principal Weatherly, who made us feel the great Murray High spirit and
tiadition flowing through our veins again. I also wish to thank Mr. and
Mrs. John Weatherly, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Steely, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Adkins, along with coach and 1961 team member Dick Farrell for this
special homecoming.
Sports Editor David Itmgya.cif the Murray Ledger & Times zeroed in
on the feelings and excitement Orthe'tiffiefitthislecent 'article describing
the events of the evening on Friday. October 25th. I applaud his insight.
I do want to comment on the city of Murray and the excellent school
system that I was so fortunate to attend.
I live in Lancaster, Ohio, a bit bigger than Murray, approximately 30
miles outside of Columbus. With violence in the larger cities ever increasing, we choose to live in an environment somewhat like Murray, free of
• the vicious crimes being perpetrated today.
I feel Murray, like Lancaster. can be cities of refuge from this violence
and law-breaking by honoring family values and high moral standards.
Supporting Murray's educational and governmental institutions is paramount in achieving and maintaining the protection from impending dangers that surround us. *
As the Bible states: Train up a child in the way he should go; and when
he is old, he will not depart from it.
I have benefited greatly from growing up in Murray and will never lose
that special place in my heart for the very wonderful people that live
there.
My prayer for Murray is that God will continue to bless the people and
especially the youth and the ones entrusted to raise up Godly standards
for these children.
Steve Williams
219 King St., Lancaster, OH 43130

If you do not have something nice to
Dear Editor:
I found the commentary by David Ramey in the Oct. n,1991 Murray
Ledger & Times very annoying. Certainly, MurrayState football has had
some major setbacks this season — injuries, close games — but they, I
believe, are not quitters. The very mention of "why not just cancel the
rest of the way?" was both heartless and unnecessary. Where would we be
as a university if everyone felt that way? I fear to think.
Students and athletes do not need the negative slap in the face. Their
jobs are plenty difficult as it is. Why not try to be more positive towards a
team that is struggling, but continues to work every day. They need the
positive support; it is surprising how far a kind word can go. And if you
do not have something nice to say, try saying nothing at all.
Why not applaud the coaches and players for getting out there every
Saturday, give those "2,069 brave souls" a pat on the back for continuing
to support Murray State athletics — win or lose! We should all be so
brave.
Mary Wright
Murray

Thanks from'Calloway Red, team
Dear Editor:
A note of thanks to Holland Medical (Bob Dunn and company) for
sponsoring our Calloway County Little League football team. Our team,
the Calloway Red, also appreciates the time, energy, and patience of
league coordinators Joe Stonecipher and Eddie Morris. Jon Smotherman,
James Barrett, Matt Dennis and Allen Jourden exhibited an exceptional
level of emotional maturity and yes, courage, as league referees.
Thanks to those parents who literally "filled in the gaps" at practice.
We are especially proud of our team high school coaches, Brum Kassing
and Sean Vaughn. These young men shared their many football .talents
and experiences with us but more important, they conducted themselvesas gentlemen during practices and games.
Thanks again to the above mentioned from Calloway Red—Holland
Medical team members Jeremy Barger, Dusty Cothran, Derrick Edwards,
Kenny Emestberger, Derick Forsyth, Trent Garland, John Hughes, Mitch
Lilly, Scott Lowe, Clayton Pasek, Adam Ragsdale, Brad Rowland, Matt
Stone, Ben Warren, Chris Wilder, and our overall team "Bull of the
Woods" recipients Laramie Carson, Mason Lilly and Mitch Ryan.
Randy Lowe
Rt.. 6, Box 87A, Murray

An offer of charity and thanks
Dear Editor:
The Iron Kettle is holding their sixth annual Dinner of Thanksgiving. It
will be November 24, 1991 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. This dinner is for
everyone. Those who cannot afford a celebration, those who would be
alone, and those who want to share a time of fellowship with others. In
other words, without regard to a personls income or where they live,
everyone is welcome.
If there are any questions or further information that is needed, you
may contact us by phone or mail. Our number is 362-8903. If no answer,
leave a message on the answering machine and we will get back to you as
soon as possible.
Thank you for your help an announcing this celebration of thanks.
Sandy and Lance Winslow, kon Kettle Restaurant
Box 128, Grand Rivers, KY 42045

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expreis theft
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the edits. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification
necessary (telephone munbuts will not be published). The Murray Ledger & 7mes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

Campaign wasn't worth the cost
FRANKFORT — By the time all
the shouting and hand-wringing
dies down and the bills are paid, it
will have cost in the neighborhood
of $20 million to elect the governor
of Kentucky.
What started as a contest
between six men and one woman,
all but one of them viable candidates to one degree or another,
ends with a governor elected for a
four-year term. And, with what
those seven candidates raised and
spent in their campaigns, the governorship is now worth $5 million
a year — or more than 513,700 a
day. The job pays less than
$80,000 a year.
It is a fair question, then, to ask
what the people of Kentucky got
from a $20 million election.
The images that linger in the
mind are hardly what 520 million
ought to buy.
In the May primaries, the looming issues among the originat-five-Democrats were more personal/
-political than iiiiiTel.fibnat/political-..Martha Wilkinson's husband. Floyd Poore's previous marriage.
Gatewood Galbreath's smoking

AGREE ON \01'

S.C. Van Curon and Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnists
habits. Brereton Jones' now - the voters' minds. That, however,
famous income tax returns. Only didn't halt the raising and spending
Scotty Baeslcr survived the prim- of $20 million.
ary without a personal smudge and
In the General Election, again
he lost.
Jones' adamant refusal to release
As for the Republican Primary, his income tax returns and detail
the war of the Larry's centered as his personal finances were thrown
much on Larry Hopkins' military up in bright, blinking neon by
and education background as on Hopkins, who in turn was hobbled
Larry Forgy's coal industry ties.
more for his congressional checkIf there was an issue in either ing account's insufficient funds as
primary that obviously caught the his stumbling performance as a
public's eye, it was Forgy's refusal candidate.
to take contributions larger than
Each accused the other of con4300. Substantially outspent,-- he centrating on so-called "negatiVe
nevertheless came within a hair of attacks, while each continued to
heating- -Hopkins.- •
—utack the other at every
In the most expensive election in opportunity.
Kentucky history, therefore, the
And, there was the usual politibig-money issue was very much on cian's complaint from both of them

that their messagees — their
thoughtful, deeply-felt positions on
the great issues of the day — just
didn't come across because the
media didn't pay attention.
Nonsense.
Their positions, such as they
were, on everything from environmental protection to abortion, gun
control, captital punishment and
education reform were put before
the public in newspapers large and
small. It's a bit more difficult to do
on a television or a radio broadcast,
but we didn't notice either Jones or
Hopkins using their advertising
dollars to pay for in-depth reviews
of environmental regulations on
prime time television.
elevisiaotn.
In the
what the voters of
Kentucky got for all that money
spread over nearly a year is a campaign that hardly muct mattered
and that a good number of voters
-tuned out— practically from the
_
be
gWh
inni
enngyou think that $20 million
would buy a farm full of blooded
thoroughbreds, we didn't get much
at all this time around.

Capitol Ideas

Money shouts during this election
third. It was deemed a remarkable
sum for the state's election. The
two men who finished first and
FRANKFORT, Ky. — If there is second, former Gov. Edwin
one constant in the often nutty Edwards and former Klansman
world of Kentucky politics, it is David Duke, respectively, each
spent about half as much as
that money talks.
Roemer.
This year, it fairly shouts.
In other words, the top three
The six main candidates who
sought the Republican and Demo- finishers in the Louisiana primary
cratic nominations this year spent spent, in total, about as much as
$13,703,641. The four Democrats Jones did all by himself. Roemer
alone spent $11,548,947. The would have finished a poor fourth
budget for the entire city of Dan- among Kentucky gubernatorial
ville this year is $102134,132_ , fund-raisers.
Li Gov. Brereton Jones spent •j And the contribution limits in
$4,008,074 to win the Democratic - Louisiana are higher. Individuals in
primary in May. The budget for the Louisiana may contribute $5,000 to
city of Berea this year is their favorite candidate. In Kentucky it's $4,000. Political action
$2,519,950.
Compare that to Louisiana, committees in Kentucky have the
where there are 400,000 more peo- same limit. In Louisiana, the PAC
ple than in Kentucky and where limit is $50,000.
politics is, historically, even more
What did Kentucky's gubernacorrupt.
torial candidates get for all that
In the recent primary in Louisia- money?
na, where Republicans and DemoIn Jones' case, he got 184,703
crats alike ran in an open primary, votes, or $21.70 per vote.
incumbent Gov. Buddy Roemer
That was better than Martha
spent about $2 million to finish Wilkinson, who spent $2,809,802
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associated Press News Analysis

and didn't get a single vote. She
dropped out before the primary.
The May primary did prove one
thing that has become almost a truism in Kentucky: You have to
spend to win.
Like Jones, Larry Hopkins far
outspent the competition to win the
Republican primary. Hopkins spent
$1,542,787. Larry Forgy spent
$611,907. The difference was
understandable because Larry Forgy declined toaccept contributions
of more than $300 for his GOP
campaign.
A vote for Forgy was the biggest
bargain of the campaign. Each of
his 79,581 votes cost a mere $7.68.
Hopkins spent $18.92 for each of
his votes in the primary.
If there was a monetary surprise
in the primary, it was Lexington
Mayor Scotty Baesler. He spent
only $1,972,665, fourth among the
major Democrats, and finished second in the voting. He spent $13.21
for each of his 149,352 votes.
The spending isn't stopping in
the general election.
Through Oct. 21, Jones had

raised $3,459,890 and could be
counted on to spend virtually every
dime in time for the election this
week. It is possible Jones could
become an $8 million candidate.
Through the same date, Hopkins
had raised $1,568,961 for the general -election.
Such awesome spending isn't
restricted to the governor's race.
Democrat Chris Gorman and Republican Tom Handy raised more
than $100,000 from June to October to run for attorney general. And
Democrat Ed Logsdon raised
almost $250,000 all by himself
from June to October to become
commissioner of agriculture.
Perhaps the spending isn't all
that out of line when put in
context.
After all, the job of governor
pays $79,255 this year.
Or about one-100th what Jones
might spend to get it.
• • • •
(Mark R. Chellgren is the Frankfort correspondent for The Associated Press.)

Nation's liberals too easily baited
David Duke, the ex-Nazi who
wants to become fuehrer of Louisiana, was on a TV show the other
evening matching wits with a noted
liberal journalist.
His adversary was Michael Kinsley, a regular on the show "Cross
Fire." Kinsley is the show's intellectual left-winger. Patrick Buchanan is the show's intellectual rightwinger. The format has them interview some public figure, then snipe
at each other's ideology.
- Anyway, David Duke was the
quest and Kinsley tried his best to
zing him. However, Duke took
advantage of the free air time to
make his campaign pitches and
remained calm until Kinsley asked
him whether he had Undergone cosmetic surgery.
I don't know why, but the face
lift seemed significant to Kinsley,
so he jabber d shrilly, trying to
trap Duke-4W a lie or a confession. Duke tried to respond, but
they were both yammering at each
other until two words seemed to
jump out of the TV.
Duke said-. " ... you worm."
For a long moment, Kinsley's
gaunt face seemed to freeze. His
eyes bugged. Actually, they always
bug. but they bugged even more. I
guess nobody has ever called him a
worm before. For the remaining
minutes of the show, he seemed
subdued, even rattled.
Watching that show, I think I,
spotted the source of the liberals'
image problem. Someone like
Michael Kinsley goes on TV and is
seen by millions and he comes
across as a weenie. He looked and
sounded like the kind of arrogant
kid who was the smartest in the
class, but was a schoolyard sissie.
For all of his education and
knowledge
and he's been a
Washington boy wonder for several
years — he managed to let an ex Nazi and ex-Klan snake-oil peddler
come sway with no worse than a
draw. Why? Because he looked and

sounded 'like a weenie. Even worse,
a shrill, smari-alecky weenie.
And for some reason, those are
the sort of liberal journalists who
wind up on those Washington talk
shows and shouting matches.
If you have ever seen the
McLaughlin Group, a sort of political zoo with everybody yapping at
once, you've seen that show's
house liberal, Morton Kondracke.
Morton is very smart and decent.
I've known him on and off since he
was a young and earnest reporter in
Chicago.
But when he gets on TV, he acts
like a weenie. Not as big a weenie
as Michael Kinsley, but a weenie
nevertheless. He sits there while
McLaughlin the Windbag and
Robert Novak the Sneer beat up on

him. Then he smiles sheepishly and
says something decent .and earnest
—
and weenie-like.
With that kind of public representation, it's little wonder that
liberals, as a group, have such a
weenie image. Many thought of
liberal George McGovern as kind
of a weenie. And they saw Ronald
Reagan, Hollywood warrior, or
Dan Quayle, legal draft dodger, as
macho guys. Yet, McGovern was
the genuine .war hero.
I'm beginning to suspect there is
a conspiracy by the TV execs to
put weenie-type liberals on these
Washington shows, while stacking
them with tough talkers like Novak
or big-shouldered snarlers like
Buchanan. (The hawkish Bucha-

World editorial roundup
Oct. 28; Delaware County Daily Times, Primos, Pa., on David Duke:
While David Duke's KKK background and shoot-from-the-hip style
undermines his own ability to make an impact on the national political
scene, it does not lessen the danger that the campaign that he is waging
poses.
Think of Duke as a trailblazer. Remember, they don't all come..ig the
name of the common good.
If Duke wins, he will be showing the way for others who wish to
expound on the same themes. Others who don't have a Ku Klux Klan past
hanging over their very public heads. ...
Some political scientists contend that the national Republicans have
actively fostered a climate ripe for a candidate like Duke, pointing out
President Bush's long resistance to a civil rights bill and his references to
black murderer Willie Horton to undermine Democrat Michael Dukakis'
crime record in 1988.
But that is finger pointing in the wrong direction. Backwards.
All fingers — Democrat and Republican — should be pointed ahead.
Watch ou) Don't let the racial divisiveness we see in Louisiana spread.
It's a virus that can do serious harm to the nation's future.

,......,„„„ismaamosoll11111.141,1111.110111,Fr-

nan, incidentally, sat out the
Vietnam war with an owwie knee.
Now he jogs several miles a day. A
miraculous recovery.)
It seems to me that they should
be able to find a liberal who wears
more than a 13-inch collar, doesn't
have translucent wrists, and never
shrieks like a boy soprano.
My friend, Mortie, for example.
Mortie would have made a far better showing against ex-Nazi (and I
wonder about the-'-`ex.")•.Duke.
Mortie might have said: "So, you
used to celebrate Hitler's birthday,
huh, kid? And wear swastikas, and
you said that Jews should be
dumped in the ashbin of history?
Well, I'm Jewish and I fought in
the Marines in WWII, and I noticed
you skipped Vietnam, and I can
still do a hundred fast pushups. So
when the show's over, why don't
we meet in a dark alley somewhere
and I'll give you a reverse face lift,
you two-bit fascist?"
And if Buchanan gave him any
lip, Mortie might ask: "Hey Pat,
you closet pacifist, you ever try
jogging on crutches?"
Instead of Kondracke, I would
offer the McLaughlin Group my
friend Big John, who looks something like Lucca Brazzi, the Godfather's prize torpedo, but thinks
faster than a ccmputer. He might
tell someone like Novak: "I could
explain why your observations are
stupid, but you wouldn't understand, so I'll just warn you that if
you sneer one more time I will take
your head home as a paperweight."
But I suppose it's too much to
hope for. So I'll simply suggest
that Michael Kinsler go lift some .
weights, get his adenoids removed;•,
stop jiggling that Adam's apple:,
watch John Wayne's movie&,
instead of Woody Allen's, and
maybe a fascist creep won't call
him a worm.
After all, if he's going to act like
a worm, somebody's going to put
him on a hook.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Shrinking burley surplus should drive up prices

FASTFACTS
Agricultural Price Support Program:
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runs through February.
Demand was strong during last
year's sale season as well, when
prices reached an average of $1.76
per pound — the highest in six
years.
But the surplus of burley — held
by manufacturers, dealers and
grower cooperatives that buy
unsold tobacco at the end of each
sale season — is now smaller than
it has been in nearly 50 years.
"A lot of people are saying they
think the price will be around
$1.83 a pound this year," said
Emily Mattingly, who together
with her husband, Buck, have 10
tobacco barns in Washington County filled with burley waiting to be

West Kentucky
Sheep Conference
set for Nov. 23

Agriculture marketing series set

Source Congressional Budget Office
Civil ow &Mane'enflame

PADUCAH LIVESTOdatieTION
Cattle 690. Calves 3 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and
heifers untested. Cows 1-2 lower, bulls 1-2 lower. Calves and vealers
untested. Feeder steers steady-I higher. Heifers steady. Slaughter
cows: commercial 3-4 41.25-42.50. Cutter and boning utility 1-3
40-47, cutter 1-2 39-43, cutter and cutter under 800 lb. 30-39.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2 1170-1655 lb. indicating 77-79 carcass bonign percent 50-57.50 most 50-53.75.
Feeder steers:, medium and large No. 1200-300 lb. 93-103, 300-400
lb. 86-100.25, 400-500 lb. 87-107 most 92-102, 500-600 lb. 80-91.50,
600-700 lb., 76-80, 725-790 lb. 70-79.25, 810-940 lb. 70-75, medium
No. 2 300-500 lb. 79-84, 500-600 lb. 72-75, large No. 2 355-400 lb.
73-75, 505-520 lb. 69-75, 633 lb. 64. Small No. 1 300-400 83-97,
400-500 lb. 70-83, 500-600 lb. 70-80, 725 lb. 64., Bulls 300-500 lb.
53-81, most 60-72, 500-600 lb. 75-82, 600-700 lb. 65-67!
Heifers: medium and large No. 1 300-400 lb. 76-86, 400-500 lb.
72-82, 500-600 lb. 71-82 600-700 lb. 73-77, 750-865 lb. 58-65,
medium No. 2 300-500 lb. 72-80, 500-600 lb. 70-77 small No. 1
300-500 lb. 70-73, 500-600 65-78.
Stock cows and calves: medium No. 1 675-730, small No. I
525-540, with 200-250 lb. calves at side.
Stock cows: medium No. 1 560-700 2-4 year old and 4-5 month
bred. Large No. 2 620 5-6 year old and 6-7 months bred.
Stock bulls: medium No. 1 1115 lb. 53.50.

Cattle farmers invited to attend
Winter Forage Conference Jan. 7
Kentucky cattle farmers will have a good opportunity to learn about
proper use of fescue pastures at the Kentucky Forages and Grassland
Council's Winter Forage Conference. •
The conference begins at 8 a.m. on Jan. 7 at the University of Kentucky's Research and Education Center in Princeton, said Garry Lacefield, UK Extension forages specialist.
Lacefield will begin the session with an overview discussion on tall
fescue and the endophyte which causes the so-called "summer slump-"
in cattle performance grazing fescue during the hot summer months.
Jimmy Henning then will discuss performance of newer endophytefree varieties, and Mike Collins will speak on the establishment and
management of those varieties. Henning and Collins are both agronomists with UK's College of Agriculture.
Roy Burris, Extension beef production specialist, will speak on the
effects of the endophyte on animals that graze high-endophyte fescue
fields and Don Ball, Extension forages specialist with Auburn University, will conclude the seminar with information on how farmers who
have those pastures can best cope with its disadvantages.
The afternoon session will feature the KFGC business meeting and
awards program.

The West Kentucky Sheep Conference will be held Nov. 23 at the
West Kentucky Research and Education Center in Princeton.
"This day-long workshop will
focus on raising sheep more profitably," said Monty Chappell,
Extension sheep specialist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Registration for the workshop
begins at 9 a.m. Following that will
be presentations on health programs for sheep, breeding management and record keeping and managing gestating and lactating ewes,
he said.
The afternoon's session includes
a discussion of lean lamb and how
to make a profit in the face of low
lamb prices, Chappell said.
A registration fee of $5 will be
charged and will include lunch.
For more information about the
workshop, contact the county
Extension office.

Area farmers and agribusinessmen are invited to a series of meetings on
agriculture marketing. The first meeting will be Tuesday, Nov. 5 at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway County High School agriculture department.
Programs will be centered around local marketing options, using the
futures market to hedge your crop and the use of options in your marketing plans.
Classes will meet each Tuesday in November with a trip to the Chicago
Board of Trade planned in December. Anyone interested in improving
their marketing skills is invited to attend.
For more information, contact the Calloway County High School Agriculture Department at 753-2545.

Small forest fires hurt just as big
Surprisingly, some people don't
see the seriousness of a forest fire
— especially smaller fires that
don't attract mass media attention.
They ought to, said Doug McLaren, Extension forester with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Since numerous forest fires in
Boone Forest and other areas have
captured media attention, now is a
good time to focus attention on the
seriousness, he said. Damage can
be severe even to those trees that
survive.
Forest officials reported that

A special sale for Certified Preconditioned for Health feeder calves is
scheduled at 7 p m. Dec. 5 at the Farmer's Livestock yards in Mayfield.
From 600 to 800 calves are expected, according to Larry Reber, Hickman County extension agent for agriculture.
The sale is open only to CPH steers, heifers and calves. Calves must be
delivered to the stockyards from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. on the sale day.
Certified preconditioned calves must be weaned at least 30 days before
the sale, trained to eat food from a bunk and drink water from a trough.
Certification requirements also include prescribed shots and heifers must
be guaranteed not pregnant.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
American Farm Bureau Federation
is calling on Congress to allow a
100 percent deduction on health
insurance premiums paid by selfemployed farmers, ranchers and
other small business operators.

DUAL CONTROUModel 1500
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The original Disc
Furnace was the
first of the family of
Safe-TPelonis
Furnaces to be certified and sold in
North America.

.Up to 5200 BTU's
•Safe
'Heats Large
Room
'Adjustable
Thermostatic
Control
'Powerful
-Light, Portable,.
Clean, Odorless
.5 Year Limited
Warranty
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Do You Have Diabetes?
If You Don't Know ...
Find out! Start with a FREE
Diabetes Risk Assessment
Test during Medicine Shoppeo
pharmacy's Diabetes Health
Watch Week.
If You Do ...
icily on your &abets supporl team for tnibronahon

Diabetic Consultation — Wed., Nov. 6 10 am - 2 pm
Please call for an appointment.
Glucose Meter Day — Wed.,Nov.13 Thurs.,Nov.14,10 am - 2 pm.
Plus, pick up a FREE Diabetes Education Pak including a "Living
With Diabetes" guide, a Diabetes Exchange Book (for healthful meal
planning), and a Diabetes Diary.

r- Medione Shoppee Couron•--1
100 count box

$1.00 OFF
Terumo Brand
Insulin Syringes
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Hours: 10am - 6 pm
759-9245
Marty Davenport, Phamacist
12th & Olive
!lei laefeana 'name
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Intern•banal

Chestnut St.

753-2571 Or 753-411 0
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diatnles educator and Vet:In-me Shoppe. pearowetst
Then stop by for a FREE
Consultation with a Member of the American Association of
Diabetes Educator's about diabetes self-care and particapate in a
FREE Blood Glucose Meter Day, with meter demonstrations and
cleanings by manufaCture representatives!

HAS: 7:30-5:30 Mon.-Frl. - 7:30-5:00 Sat.

EARN
7.75%
IIt
TAX-DEI•ERR1D \'I.
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, ONE \TAR. Early surrender
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Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
759-9831

80 E. Main (Hwy. 94E)

OPENING SOON
rsweet
FEEDS
SUPeg
• Recognized Supersweet Feeds and Programs selected
specifically for your operation.
Cemplete selection of proven Supersweet Animal
Health Products.
• Bagged or bulk feed availability.
• Complete, concise feed directions provided in Supersweet Service Reports and customer literature.
• Low cost feeder financing.
• Agri-Gifts...the only on-going merchandise award
program in the feed industry.

November 1-9

117Lr $99.95
HomE,
4-40
,
40

Easy to use on tough lobs, this
chain saw puts professional
periormance into the hands of non,
professionals Efficient, pipet,
vitaabOn dampened, the 50
is perfect for part-time users
vrno demand lull-time periormance
Inertia activated chain brake standard

John G. Laurie, president of the
Michigan Farm Bureau, told the
House Ways and Means Committee
recently that the 25 percent deduction due to expire at the end of this
year should be extended to 100
percent.

•

between $800 million and $900
million. About 643 million pounds
of burley has been grown nationally this year.
Demand for burley declined
along with American cigarette consumption during the 1980s but has
rebounded as U.S. cigarette sales
increased overseas during the past
four years.
For example, the amount of burley the U.S. Department of Agriculture let Kentucky farmers produce dropped to 312 million
pounds in 1987 from 516 million
pounds six years earlier.
This year the USDA approved a
20.6 percent increase in the basic
quota, the amount farmers can sell.

50-3.0 Cu. in. 49cc

AFBF wants insurance deduction for farmers

HEALTH WATCH

kA,e,vale<
pertrnus
disc furnace'

about 2,200 acres of timber have
been burned in Boone National
Forest in just the past two weeks
and more than 3,000 acres of private woodlands have burned. Those
were from 16 different fires inside
the national forest and 35 outside
Boone Forest.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry estimates losses at $2,000 per
acre from those fires, McLaren
said.

Special feeder calf sale set
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(In Millions of Dollars)

stripped.
"That's not toebad, but if they
want people growing more tobacco,
then they need to be paying about
$2 a pound," she said. "That's the
kind of price that's going to keep
people in this business."
But Snell said he doubts prices
will exceed $1.85 a pound this year
mainly because buyers have not
paid more than 20 cents a pound
above the average federal support
price during the past 10 years. This
year's average support price is
$1.58 a pound.
Kentucky farmers are expected
to take about 458 million pounds of
burley to markets this year. The
value of the crop is estimated at

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Shrinking burley tobacco surplus
should drive up prices when the
sale season opens later this month,
according to a University of Kentucky farm economist who expects
the leaf to fetch about $1.80 per
pound.
UK agricultural economics specialist William Snell said the burley supply has gotten so low and
demand is so strong that manufacturers probably will snatch up
every pound of burley.
And Snell said he believes buyers will pay top prices even for
low-grade leaf at auction houses
across Kentucky during the sale
season, which begins Nov. 25 and

cc
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A new opportunity for you...
• Supersweet is a part of International Multifoods
Corportationi_one of the world's largest customers
for farm products with activities around the globe.
• Supersweet has over 30 years of intensive, successful
research experience with ultra-modern facilities
that include two ofthe few Amino Acid Analyzers in
the feed industry.
• Supersweet Feeds are-co—mputer formulated to result in
optimum performance at the most favorable costs.
• In recentyears,Supersweet research has led to some of
the most significant feeding advances,including the
DynAmino Swine Formula, Forecaster Beef Formula, GoalMaker Dairy Formula, EnerPro Poultry
Formula and more.
Supersweet offers you the assurance of product
consistency because of one of the most intensive ongoing quality control programs in the industry.
• Supersweet research continually tests and evaluates
new livestock and poultry management methods.
• All new Supersweet Feeds and Programs are thoroughly tested and proved before they are offered for
sale.

Let's talk about the new Supersweet
opportunity in detail.
Stop in.

HARDIN GRAIN

HARDIN, KY
CALL 502/437-4102
Talk to Jack
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Monday, Nov. 4

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

alloway County Athletic
Boosters/7.30 p.m./Calloway.
Board office.

The Murray-Calloway County League of Women Voters will meet
Wednesday. Nov. 6, at 11:30 a.m. in the Thoroughbred Room of Curris
Center, second floor, Murray State University. Results of the recent poster
and essay contest will be discussed, along with plans for the rest of the
year. All members and interested persons are urged to attend. Lunch may
be purchased or persons may bring their own lunches.

Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, Si Leo Catholic Church.

Narcotics

Nturray Lodge No. 105 Free and
kccepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge
hall.

North Site meeting planned

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

The North Site Based Management Team will meet tbnight (Monday) at 7
p.m. at North Calloway Elementary School. The agenda will include a report
from the Discipline Committee. All interested persons are urged to attend

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club/7 p.m./Calloway Count!,
blic Library.

.CI Volunteers will meet
s
A committee meeting was held recently at the home of Judy Harrier to plan the California Connection'
"Fall Food and Fun Fest." This will be a potluck dinner with guests bringing their favorite California
dishes. The dinner will be Saturday, Nov. 23, at 6 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of the University Branch
of the Bank of Murray. This will be the fourth event planned by the California Connection. Pictured at
the committee meeting are, from left, Barbara Tompkins, Cassie Bright, Sara Fineman, Ginger Goodell,
Judy Hefner, Ruth Oney and Fujan Musio. All former residents of California now residing in Murray and
Calloway County are welcome. Call 753-6509 for information.

(Cont'd on page 7)
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Christian Community Church to hear McBride

Paula Morton
bride-elect of
Charley Cooper

Janice McBride is speaker at the
Ladies Retreat being held at Christian Community Church, 16th and

has made her gift
selections- from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

wir

erlimports

24-11our Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Glendale, Sunday, Nov. 3, through
Sunday, Nov. 10.
As a child in Scotland, McBride
suffered the-horrors of the second
World War, but suffered even greater in the war in her home as a battered and abused child.
McBride has an ongoing ministry of teaching the word of God
and counseling in churches, prisons, Christian schools and retreats
to people of all denominations. She
now lives in St. Louis, Mo., with
• • •QS
her husband, Rich.
Mrs. McBride spoke at services
at 10:30 a.m. on Sunday. Nov. 3, •• • • •
,•
• •
and will speak again on Sunday.
SI
0
4
•s 44
• ••.
Nov. 10.
de..
a, I. •
She will be the speaker at the
Janice McBride
services from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.
and relationships," said
lives
in
each morning, today through Frichurch spokesperson,
Greer,
Karen
salad
day at the church. A special
lunchebri is planned Saturday, Nov. who may called at 759-4410 for
more information.
9, from 9:30
Child care will be provided, but
the
hear-how
and
see
to
"Come
power of Jesus Christ can bring __reservations are necessary by call-deliverance, healing and restoration ing Chris Harrison at 753-8619.
I

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your tdeas -turn to gold.
759-1141

Dixieland Center

Under New
Ownership
305A S. 12th St.
(Next to Dumplin's)
753-0959

,•••
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Dowdy wins cookbook

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Nov. 5. at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. 'The Difference Is The Invisible Line' will be the program to be presented with Bill
Sheffer of Paducah as speaker. This is a nonprofit support and social group
for single adults. The purpsoe of the group is to provide support and positive
social interaction for singles of all ages. For information call
Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224, Sharon/1-527-9748, or
Rebekah/1-247-5765.

MMS Site Based Council meeting Monday
Murray Middle School will have its Site Based Council meeting for Kentucky Education Reform Act tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. in the school auditorium. Doug McKinley from the Kentucky Department of Education will be
present to discuss the new KER Act. Roy Weatherly, principal, urges the
public to attend this special meeting.

Girl Scout Association will meet
Murray-Calloway County Neighborhood Girl Scout Association will meet
Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 6:30 p.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin, located on Sharpe
Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets, Murray. Lynn Griffiths
and Karen Olsen, co-chairmen for the year, urge all members and interested
persons to attend.

MCC Ladies plan bridge play
Ladies of Murray Count
9:30 a.m. at the dub. For

Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Nov. 6, at
reservations call Eva Morris at 753-8584

7

Kappas will meet-Mies-day-

Methodist Women will meet
meet
United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will
with
Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 10 a.m. A social time will be followed by a program
Bingham
Nowell
Rev.
The
charge.
in
Circle
Hayes
Belle
Matte
members of
The
will install the new officers for 1992. All women are invited to attend.
Ex4-utive Board will meet at 9 a.m. Tuesday.

Bingo games Tuesday

Steve Durbin, Broker/Owner

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Nov.
5, at 7 p.m. at the new PQC Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Needed Sales Associates And
Your House To Sell
•Past President Murray Calloway County Jaycees
-Past Quarter Master - VFW Post -Current Commander VFW Post

Coffee Break Tuesday

759-1161

llison CP °top/aptly

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 5,
at 6:30 p.m. at the dub house. A dance exhibition will be by Karen Balzer
and the Jackson Purchase Dance Company. Hostesses will be Joanne
Erwin, Suzanne Seely and Dana Billington.
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1415 B. Main St., Murray

The Community Improvement Volunteers will meet Tuesday. Nov. 5, at
4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. The
program will feature a summary of the year's activities. Anyone interested in
the work of the CIV is invited to attend.

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
who meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Winners from the Third Annual American Heart's Food Festival held
recently in Murray have been announced. Pictured is Edd Asbridge,
manager of Kroger Company, presenting Mary Ann Dowdy with the
American Heart Association's Low-Fat Low-Cholesterol Cookbook.

I
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II.S.D.A. CIIOICE MEATS

'The difference is In the service and the quality."
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Murray TOPS will meet
TOPS itKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take otf pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Nov. 5, at 7 p.m. at Southside Manor Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit
weight-control organization. tti program is based on a combination of group
dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weeks Center. The play wiN start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 6. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

%.*
M-F 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 9 ..m.-3 p.m.

I
.
I
.

Dixieland Caster
On Clieatnet

753-MEAT
"MI

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Nov. 6, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr: The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh -ins, and no diets.

Doll Club to meet Wednesday
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pork, Raised Catfish
Filets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar - Salad
Bw, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
FREE SITTING FEE

607 S. 4th St.

753-8809

Barbie dolls and doll furniture. Tables for exhibitors will be $20 each. Drawin9 for door pnzes will be each hour. Admission will be $1.50 for adults and
children under 12 free. For more information call Gracie Erwin at 489-2174
or Geri Chilcutt at 753-9619.

Murray YMCA event planned

d
*Choke of proofs • Christmas or plain backgroun
Welcome
Children - Families

Christmas Cards Available

Jackson Purchase Doll Club will meet Wednesday, Nov. 6, at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade. All members are urged to attend as plans for the Doll-Toyand Teddy Boar Show and Sale, sponsored by the dub, for Saturday, Nov.
9, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Woodmen of the World Youth Camp Grady Hall
on U.S. Highway 641 North, behind Scotts Grove Baptist Church will be discussed. Featured will be artists bears, antique toys and dolls, modern dolls,

Moot AM'r Fancy

Chestnut St.

But

She

Good Food

753-0045

Murray YMCA wiN begin its 504 Aquatics Classes on Tuesday, Nov. 5.
Sessions will be at 830,9:30 and 10:30 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
through Thursday, Doc. 12. The daises will be at the swimming pool in the
Carr Health Building, Murray State University. Susan Frances Ray, director
of Murray YMCA, iteld persons may call the'MICA at 759-9622 or come to
the Carr Health Building for one of this classes

•
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Satterwhite and Smoot vows solemnized at church
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of Maytield.
Miss Cindy Lee Satterwhite and
Ushers and candlelighters were
in
Troy Shane Smoot were united
Satterwhite, Lexington.
Jeremy
at
31,
y,
Aug.
Saturda
on
marriage
the bride, and Jay Harof
nephew
Northside Church of Christ,
d, cousin of the
Mayfiel
grove,
Mayfield.
bride.
d.
officiate
an
John Kachelm
A reception followed the
Nuptial music was presented by
y.
ceremon
by
and
,
Shannon Thomas, vocalist
Servers were Amy Parsons, Cintaped selections by Abilene Christdy Payne, Deana Jackson and Valian Chorus.
The. bride is the daughter of Mr. erie Jackson. Julie Horn assisted
and Mrs. Billy Satterwhite of and coordinated the - reception.
Cameron Starks, daughter of Mr.
Mayfield.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. and Mrs. Tim Starks of Mayfield.
Neva Shelton and the late Lee attended the guest register.
Rice bags were distributed by
Shelton of Mayfield and of Mrs.
Molly Hester, daughter of Mr. and
Della Satterwhite and the Charlie
Doug Hester of Mayfield, and
Mrs.
.......
Satterwhite of Stella.
Rachel Kachelman, daughter of Mr.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
and Mrs. John Kachelman of
Mrs. Bill Smoot of Mayfield.
Elizabethtown.
TruMrs.
of
n
He is the grandso
The wedding was coordinated by
die Adams and the late Harley
Kachelman.
the
of
Jennifer
and
Adams of Farmington
After a wedding trip to the Great
late Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smoot of
Smoky Mountains National Park,
Mayfield.
served
d
Mayfiel
of
the new Mr. and Mrs. Smoot are
Parsons
Traci
residing at Mayfield.
as maid of honor. Leona Dick of
The new Mrs. Smoot is a 1984
Mayfield was bridesmaid.
Rebekah Kachelman, daughter of graduate of Mayfield High School
Mr. and Mrs. John Kachelman of and attended Paducah Community
College.
Elizabethtown, was flower girl.
Mr. Smoot, a 1984 graduate of
The groom chose Mark Wyatt of
l County High School and
Marshal
Paducah as best man. Groomsman
gradute of Murray State
1988
a
.
of
Paducah
Helms
was Russ
Ringbearer was Zach Baldwin, University, is employed by
Ingersoll-Rand Corporation.
son of MI. and Mrs. Larry Baldwin
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Must be in our office
by noon Wednesday, Nov. 6th

The Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040, Murray, Ky 42071

1.10/4 Crystal Pleat
The SOFT Double 500
Io Off
Cell Shade
Cords
'Energy Efficlera

'Sun Does Not Wash Out Colors

Monday, Nov. 4
Opening Riding/5-10 p.fil./West
Kentucky Expo Center.

Monday, Nov. 4
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Deacons meeting and Puppets practice/7 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.

Christian and Missionary Bible
Study/7 p.m./Weaks Community
Center.

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

First Baptist Church WMU
Groups include Betty Sledd with
Paula Alcoa and Lottie Moon with
Pauline Waggenern p.m.

Quad State Choral Festival
Concerti/ p.m./Lovett Auditorium/
Murray State University. Admission free.

Grace Baptist Church Sunday
— School Englargement Campaign/1
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Troy Shane Smoot

Tuesday, Nov. 5

759-4979

Calloway County Public Library
events will include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30
a.m.

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International Sorority/7
p.m./home of Helen Steffen.

South

drapes designed lo
highlight -any room.

—

25% Off
•Draperies
•Balloon and Roman
Shades
•Swag Treatments
•Cornices and Valances
•Energy-efficient
Verosol Pleated Shades

First Baptist Church events
WMU general
meeting/9:30 a.m. and Praise/6
p.m.
First Baptist Church WMU
Groups will meet as follows:
Kathleen Jones with Lucille
Thurman/2 p.m. and Bea Walker
with Reita Moody/7 p.m.
First United Methodigt Church
events include Mothers' Morning
Out/9 a.m.
Sunday School Enlargement
Campaign/7 p.m./Grace Baptist
Church.

LEVOLOR* CUSTOM BLINDS

35% Off

PLEATED SHADES
VERTICALS
NOVEMBER

Thurman Furniture, Inc.
Murray, Ky. 42071

208 E. Main Street

RE-ELECT JUDGE BOYCE C. CLAYTON
KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS
EXPERIENCE
APPEALS
JUDGE CLAYTON HAS 16 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE AS AN
JUDGE:
T
• 8 YEARS AS A JUDGE ON THE KENTUCKY SUPREME COUR
LS
• 8 YEARS AS A JUDGE ON THE KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEA

4
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Pass
Pass
Opening lead — seven of diamonds.
This remarkable deal was played
in the 1978 national team of four
championship in France. At the first
table, South reached four spades on
the bidding shown and West led a
diamond. East won with the ten,
cashed the ace, and continued with the
king. South ruffed with the nine of
spades and was overruffed by West
with the king. West then returned a
low club, taken by declarer with the
ace.
South now proceeded to make the
rest of the tricks and his contract. He
cashed the ace of trumps and led a low
trump to dummy's six. After cashing
the ace of hearts and discarding a club,
declarer continued with the queen of
hearts, planning to discard if East followed low. But East covered with the
king, ruffed by declarer, and South
then crossed to dummy's ten of
trumps to discard his remaining club
on the jack of hearts.
At the second table, where Dominique Pilon, an up-and-coming young
star, held the West hand, four spades
went down one. Again three rounds of
diamonds were led,and again declarer
ruffed with the nine. But here y
Pilon did not overruff! Instead he discarded a heart.
Declarer naturally assumed that
East had the missing king of trumps.
Accordingly, in an effort to avoid losing a trump trick if East had the K-7,
South now played the ace and a low
club. He was planning to ruff a third
round of clubs in dummy as soon as
possible and then take the marked
trump finesse.
Alas,South's plan did not succeed.
East won the club with the nine and
led a fourth round of diamonds. South
confidently ruffed with the queen,

Tuesday, Nov. 5

Free blood pressure checks/12
noon-2 p.m./Murray Seventh-day
Adventist Church.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

East

wide selection of
carefully crafted

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

Calloway County Genealogical
Tomorrow: Commonsensory perception.
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
tly
confiden
more
young Pilon even
West dealer.
overruffed with the king, and declarer County Public Library.
Both sides vulnerable.
unexpectedly went down one.
NORTH
•1064
•A Q J 10
•1 9 8 3
•8 3
EAST
WEST
+7
*K
•K 8 4
•9 76 5 32
"Where the price and service,
• A K Q 106
.74
makes the pill easier to swallow."
•Q 9 7 5
+K.162
SOUTH
AQ.198532
•—
•5 2
753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
A 104
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
The bidding:
North

You can save on a

Kentucky Barkley Bass n' Gals/7
p.m./Louie's Restaurant.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

ow!

ave

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
Tuesday, Nov. 5
,
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dvter= Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Center.
IdOn53-0082.
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WHO'S WHO-0-0?
in Murray

WAY,
• 6 YEARS AS COMMONWEALTH'S ATTORNEY FOR CALLO
MARSHALL AND LIVINGSTON COUNTIES
• 4 YEARS AS CITY ATTORNEY FOR THE CITY OF BENTON

EN THE
JUDGE CLAYTON HAS HEARD 6VER 5.000 CASES AND WRI1
DECISIONS IN OVER 1.000 OF THESE CASES.

VOTING RECORD
ENTS IN
JUDGE CLAYTON VOTED TO PLACE THE TEN COMMANDM
EME,COURT.
CLASSROOMS WHEN HE WAS ON THE KENTUCKY SUPR
LTY (IN EXTREME
JUDGE CLAYTON VOTED FOR THE DEATH PENA
EME COURT.
SUPR
UCKY
KENT
CASES*) WHEN HE WAS ON THE
• RAPE AND MURDER OF A 12-YEAR-OLD GIRL.
• MURDER FOR PROFIT (DEATH BY POISONING).
*MURDER OF A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

SALE

JUDGE CLAYTON- HAS CONSISTENTLY
TRADITIONAL FAMILY VALUES.

47.99

16,

Saturday, November 9.

::::J%4

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-40,
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
c 1991, JCPenney Company, Inc
Or Call 759-9811

""*" •

UPHOLD

RE-ELECT ,

BOYCE G.

ey
Pengnn
JCStyli
Salon
ANt

TO

LETS KEEP JUDGE CLAYTON WORKING
FOR US.
HE IS DOING A GOOD JOB!

Post Impressions' Perm
$6& The perfect look
for the holidays ahead'
Includes shampoo. haircut
and sale,. Long hat and
,
design wraps extra
Sabi ark,saaihre Ilweur

VOTED

CLAYTON -

November 5, 1991
JUDGE, KENTUCKY COURT OF APPEALS
FIRST DISTRICT
RT.
PAID FOR IT CANDIDATZ. DAN CLAYTON. TWA..

IIINTON. RY 12025

'1.
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INSIDE
SCOOP
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ladgor & Times Stall Writes

Staff photo by Steve Parker

Racer guard Scott Cannon (72) clears a path for senior tailback Chris Sy pho in the first half of the Racers' 45-7 loss at Tennessee Tech Saturday afternoon.

Tennessee Tech treated its 8,888
fans to a dazzling offensive explosion at Saturday's homecoming
game against Murray State, rolling
up a season-high 457 total yards in
the 45-7 victory over the Racers.
It was a superlative day for the
Golden Eagles, who won only their
second game of ,the year. The 45
points were the most of the season,
while MSU's seven points-equaled
the fewest TTU has given up all
season.
The most telling statistic of the
game was yards rushing. The 2-7
Golden Eagles piled up a seasonhigh 359 yards on 53 carries for a
6.8 average.
"At times we've run the ball that
well this season," Tech head coach
-Jim Ragland said of his rushing
offense, ranked fifth in OVC with
182.3 yards per game. "But we
haven't been as consistent as we
were today.
"We were able to run the ball
against (UT) Martin, Samford and
even Eastern (Kentucky)," Ragland
continued. "But at times we
haven't been able to run the length

Redskins remain unbeaten
By The AssocMod Press
The Washington Redskins are
still perfect after nine games. So
are the Indianapolis Colts, sort of.
The Redskins remained the only
unbeaten team in the NFL, beating
Houston 16-13 in overtime Sunday
in a possible Super Bowl preview.
Chip Lohmiller kicked a 41-yard
field goal 4:01 into overtime after
Houston's Ian Howfield missed a
33-yuder with 1 second left in
regulation.
It was a classic game and a disappointing bit," Oilers coach Jack
Pardee said.
Indianapolis, meanwhile, lost
again. The Colts fell to Miami 10-6
arid are the league's only winless
team.
It's no surprise why the Colts are
so bad — they have not scored a
touchdown in 53 possessions over
20 quarters.
"It's the same thin1 .431each
week," running back Enc ckerson said. "Inconsistency as been
our story each week. The game is
four quarters, and we usually play
just one or two."
The Redskins are off to the test

the AFC. Even with the loss, the
Oilers lead the Central by three
In the NFL...
games.
Sunday's Games
Earnest Byner ran for 112 yards
Atlanta 17, San Francisco 14
for the Redskins, and his 23-yard
Cincinnati 23, Cleveland 21
Chicago 20, Detroit 10
TD scamper gave them a 13-6 lead
New York Jets 19, Green Bay 16, with 14 minutes left. The Oilers,
OT
who held the ball for only 1:45 in
Washington 16, Houston 13, OT
the third quarter, moved 79 yards
Buffalo 22, Now England 17
Minnesota 28, Tampa Bay 13
in the fourth, with Lorenzo White's
Dallas 27, Phoenix 7
1 -yard touchdown run tying the
New Orleans 24, Los Angeles Rams
with 1:42 to go.
score
17
Brian Mitchell fumbled the ensuMiami 10, Indianapolis 6
Denver 20, Pittsburgh 13
ing kickoff and the Oilers recovOPEN DATE: Kansas City, Los ered at the 23, but Howfield's kick
Angeles Raiders, San Diego. Seattle hooked wide. Last week, Howfield
Mondays Game
New York Giants at Philadelphia. 8 missed three extra points in a 35-3
victory over Cincinnati.
p.m.
"You never know until it's
start in team history. Sunday's vicHouston quarterback Warover,"
tory at RFK Stadium kept them
said. "Our kicker has
Moon
ren
three games ahead of Dallas in the'
lately, so you
problems
had some
NFC East
know."
never
"I'm having as much fun as a
The Redskins ,received in overcoach can have," the Redskins'
and were forced to punt. But
time
you
get
doesn't
Joe Gibbs said. "It
anywhere, but it's still there. It's Darrell Green made his NFLthe first time I've ever been here in leading fifth interception on a pass
pro ball. It's something to by Moon, giving Washington the
ball at the Oilers' 31. That sct up
cherish."
who did what Howfield
Lohrniller,
Houston (7-2) began the day tied
with Buffalo for the best record in did not. -

Stadler cool at Championship;
defeats Cochran for playoff win
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) — Tour Championship
Craig Stadler was the model of
decorum throughout the Tour -Scores...
Championship. Even in victory, his
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) — Final
emotions were in check.
scores with relation to par and earn"You spend so much energy ings of the $2 million 'Tour Champaccomplishing something for so ionship on the 7,005-yard, par-71
many years, and when it happens, Pinehurst No. 2 course (x -won
it's not really the element or sur- *Yon):
$360,000
prise, it's just more a matter of x-Craig Stadler,
68-68-72-71-279 -5
shock and it takes a while to sink Rues Cochran, 1216,000
68-69-71-71-279 -5
in that you've really done what
you've been trying to accomplish," John Daly, 8138,000
68-76-68-70-282 -2
said Stadler, who birdied the sec$96,000
ond playoff hole to beat Russ Bruce Lietzke,71-69-72-71-283 -1
Cochran on Sunday.
Chip Beck, $71,000
72-70-72-71-285 4-1
Stadler won his first tournament
on U.S. soil since 1984. During the
tournament he said his play was even admitted that his patience,
not great, but it held up throughout
which often taxes him, was kept
the weekend at Pinehurst No. 2. He under control.

BLUE-GOLD GAME
Tuesday, November 5
Racer Arena
7:30 p.m.
Admission is only Sl

"I just kept telling myself, and
held true, that every time I made a
bogey, that's all right_ I just-grave
myself a little boost," Stadler said.
"It held true today. That was about
it, just trying to keep an even
keel."
Even is where the tournament
stood at the end of the fourth
round.
Stadler and Cochran were tied
after 72 holes at 5-under-par 279
on the rain-dampened Pinehurst
course. The pair played the last
round of the last official 1991
event in even-par 71.
After each player two-putted for
birdie 4 at the 16th hole to begin
the playoff, they went to the par-3
17th. Stadler hit his tee shot within
8 feet to set up the victory, and he
flipped his club to his caddy,
almost as if he was saying to
Cochran, "Match that one, pal."
Cochran tried, but somewhere
between his backswing and his
shot, someone in the bleachers
adjacent to those box jumped and
made a noist
"These are the loudest bleachers
I've ever heard in my life,"
Cochran said. "I took it back and
just stuck it right in the ground. It
unnerved me. But, I've been
through worse than that.
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17 14 14 6-46
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David
RAMEY
Ledger & Times Sports Editor

LEXINGTON — The strength
of Doug Pelfrey's leg kept the
fledgling University of Kentucky
TT
MO
football program from suffering
21
Reg Naos
15
36-107 53 359
Runkso-yerdo
a devasting embarrasment.
131
Pomp
Pelfrey booted a 53-yarder as
17
%Ns Venni
25
7-16-0
12-29-3
Carp-As-Irs
time expired Saturday at Com421
'.3'
Puns
S-2
Fumbles 1.0s1
1-1
monwealth Stadium to give the
77'
9-73
PeoMboo Vora*
Two at Posmosion
2722
323*
Wildcats a 20-17 victory over
• •
•
Cincinnati.
IMOIVIDUAL IIITATIST1CS
RuSum4G-54utrr0 St. McGann 12-40 Sypno 5-25
While the Bearcats, who were
Sbackinnord 9-63
Toomposon Took Owen
Lowy 11-10
81-0 in their season
drubbed
PASSING—Mbess Si, Loris 1 1 -24 - 3- 1 35, Prcoor
1-1-0-4 Mosby 0-2-0-0 Tonnosses Tci Jonos
opener at Penn State, may be
41
Salonen 2-2-0-24. UMW, 1-10-22
one of the most improved teams
RECEIVING—Murray Si, Redmond 4-46. lAoeby
4-416. Towassea Tech, Mole 2-24
in the nation over the course of
this season, losing to UC would
of a good pool table."
have effectively put an end to
After Saturday's game, the Tech the Kentucky season, its second
pool table was littered with "would under Bill Curry,be" Racer tacklers who let Tech
Curry, whose first UK squad
ballcarriers slip through their fin- finished 4-7 last season, stands
gers on almost every carry.
in last place in the Southeastern
"I'm very disappointed in the Conference, and travels to Vanway we played," a disturbed Mike derbilt this weekend. Most years
Mahoney said from the quiet Racer Vandy could be penciled in as
locker room. "I have no explaina- a win for Kentucky, but the
(Coned on page 9)
Commodores have shown
marked improvement under new
coach Gerry DiNardo and
should be favored on Saturday.
Kentucky then closes the season against SEC heavyweights
Florida and Tennessee. That's
an ouch, or a double ouch.
While Kentucky's win over
Cincinnati won't turn a season
around, the Wildcats did show
something against the Bearcats
that years of Kentucky clubs
haven't had.
Poise.
Kentucky marched into field
goal range in 17 seconds, moving 26 yards in six plays,
showing just how you should
run a hurry-up drill. It
resembled something that teams
do in Commonwealth Stadium,
but they are not usually wearing
blue uniforms. Remember the
LSUs and the Alabarnas, who
have been seemingly beaten at
Commonwealth Stadium, only to
rally in the frantic final seconds
to give Kentucky another tough
loss?
Instead, on this chilly Homecoming, it was Kentucky who
came up with the Hollywood
ending. Not only did Pelfrey
break his own school-record
with the kick, his girlfriend was
crowned Homecoming queen.
"It's been a long time since
we've had one like that," redshirt freshman quarterback Pookie Jones said. "We had to win
this one."
Jones, the Calloway County
who had been the darproduct
$taff photo by Candy blathers
ling of UK fans and of the
Murray State's Roseanne Brown scores a kill during Saturday's win media (he was featured with a
over Morehead.
cover story in this week's issue
of Cat's Pause, the UK fan
magazine), suffered through a
poor game, partly because of a
thigh bruise. He gave way to
Staff Report
junior Ryan 'Heckman in the
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
second half.
"Pookie obviously was laborThe Murray State Racer volleyball team made an about-face Saturday
the
in
because of missed practice
games
four
ing
in
State
Morehead
foe
afternoon, defeating conference
Curry said. "Usually, he's
time,"_
Building.
Health
Carr
Eastern
to
sharp and so bright, so
razor
Friday
on
so
The Racers, who lost in three one-sided games
obviously effected
opening
the
injury
the
dropping
after
Morehead
against
Kentucky, came back strong
him."
game.
"It threw my timing off,"
The Racers rallied in Game 2, as Belinda Rubio's service ace gave
proRacers
admitted. "That's the key
the
Jones
5-5,
at
game
the
tied
Morehead
After
lead.
5-0
Murray a
lead
14-5
offense. I'm just glad
e
our
to
ceeded to score the next nine points to take an insurmountabl
and
back-ups like Ryan
Dearworth
got
we've
Sarah
by
block
a
by
on their way to a 15-6 win, capped
(Hockman) and Brad (Smith)."
Jill Doty.
Curry said Sunday that Jones
Morehead took a 3-1 lead in Game 3, but the Racers turned the tables
a
Bair,
Beth
from
keep his starting spot,
will
ace
an
got
Racers
11-4,
the
Leading
9-4.
shooting ahead
despite the play of Hockman,
kill by Doty and an ace from Rubio to go ahead 14-4 before a Morehead
who directed the late scoring
error gave Murray a 15-4 win.
a
to
out
drive.
jumping
4,
Game
in
Morehead
work
of
quick
made
Racers
The
Jones is obviously the UK4
6-0 lead, Morehead could get no closer than five points the rest of the
of tomorrow, and
quarterback
victory.
15-3
a
to
breezed
way as Murray
the Cats also have a talented
Doty led the Racers with match-highs of 19 kills and 20 digs. Bair
added a career-high 17 kills and 14 digs. Roseanne Brrown and Denise crop of young running backs, if
they can stay healthy.
Donnelly slammed seven kills each, with Brown recording a match-high
The jury is still out on
five blocks.
just
Valley,
Ohio
the
in
and
Curry can do something
7-5
overall
whether
12-15
Murray,
The win moved
-Sin the conference standings. Depend- that only one UK football coach
ahead of Morehead, 14-11 and 6
ing on the outcome of Saturday's Austin Peay-Eastern Kentucky match, has ever done, make the Wildthe Racer are either tied for third with APSU or a game behind in fourth cats consistent winners in the
Southeastern Conference.
lace.

MSU downs Morehead

753-4563

Installation
and Service

Thank you for the privilege to serve you on the
City Council the past 2 years.

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
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"Check Us Out.
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Actions& Reactions
PRO BASKETBALL
SEATTLE (AP) — David Robinson collected almost as many bruiseias
baskets. San Antonio's 7-foot-1 center scored 13 of his game-high 33 points
in a physical fourth quarter, leading the Spurs to a 106-98 victory over the
Seattle SuperSonics in Sunday night's only NBA game.
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, LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Pat Valenzuela guided French-bred colt Arazi
'to a 4% -length victory over Bertando in the $1 million Juvenile in the $1C
million Breeders Cup card at Churchill Downs on Saturday.
Arazi, eased at the wire by Valenzuela, finished in 1 minute, 44 3-5 seconds for 1 1-16 miles and paid $6.20, $4.80 and $4.80.
-length victory over Twilight AgenIrish-bred Black Tie Affair posted a
da in the 1V4 -mile $3 million Classic. Black 'Tie Affair finished in 2:02 2-5
and paid $10, $5.40 and $4.20.
Miss Alleged, a 42-1 shot based in France, overtook the leaders in midstretch and won the 1Vi -mile $2 million Turf by a half-length over Itsallareektome. Miss Alleged finished in 230 4-5 and paid $86.20, $23.60 and
$8.40.
In the other races, Pleasant Stage ($13.60) edged La Spia by a head in
the $1 million Juveline Fillies, Sheikh Albadou ($54.60) defeated Pleasant
Tap by 3 lengths in the $1 million Sprint, Canadian-bred Dance Smartly ($3)
beat Versailles Treaty by 1'/, lengths in the $1 million Distaff and Opening
Verse ($55.40) beat Val Des Bois by 1V. lengths in the $1 million Mile on
the turf course.

Queen has...
(Coned from page 8)
tion for the big plays that we gave
up. We didn't wrap up early in the
game and they just kicked our
tails."
Everybody dressed in purple for
the annual homecoming game
broke through the Racer tackles,
including the Queen.
Golden Eagle freshman tailback
Willie Queen shook loose for a
career-high 180 yards on 13 carries
and one score. The 6-foot, 195
pound backup, took off on runs of
74 and 61 yards to bring his average to 13.8 yards per carry.
Queen scored the first Tech
touchdown with a tackle-breaking
61-yarder and set up the second TD
with a 74-yard stroll through the
Racer secondary.
Leading 3-0 in the first quarter,
Tech moved out to 10-0 lead when
Queen broke loose for the 61-yard
score. The freshman hit off tackle,
shook several MSU defenders and
then raced into the end zone.
On its next scoring drive, Tech
took advantage of an MSU interception. They used nine plays
before sending starting tailback
Fred Lowery untouched around left
end for the one-yard run. Tech led
17-0.
Murray State got its best opportunity to score early in the second
quarter when Racer quarterback
Tremain Lewis led the Racers on
an 11-play drive, highlighted by
two clutch catches by flanker
Butch Mosby.
But the Racer drive stalled at the
Tech six and Mahoney sent in
MSU placekicker Chris Dill. The
freshman's 23-yard attempt slid by
the right upright and MSU came
away empty.
Queen added to the disappointment when on the Golden Eagles'
next play, he broke a 74-yard
romp. Again breaking numerous
tackles, Queen was finally pulled
down at the Racer six by Eric
Ingram. Three plays later Tech
freshman quarterback Mike Jones
hit Allan Lovelace in the end zone
to extend the lead to 24-0.

"It was 17-0 and we've beer
going for it (first down) lately so
just decided to kick it and get
something out of it," Mahoney said
of the decision to go for three
instead of six., "But then they go
right down and score so it doesn't
matter."
Murray State cut the lead to 24-7
with a pass from Lewis to split end
David Redmond with 2:11 to play
in the first half.
"It was a straight fade pattern,"
Redmond said after the 12-yard
touchdown reception, his first of
the season. "It was a perfect pass
by Tremain. He checked off, that
was not the original play."
The scoring drive came easy for
the Racers and looked to be a sign
of life. However, Tech used the last
two minutes to throw the knockout
punch.
With 22 seconds to play in the
half, Lowery found Brian Janeway
in the end zone with a 22-yard
halfback pass to push the score to
31-7 at half. Janeway got behind
MSU cornerback Pete Hoston and
appeared to have pushed off to
make the leaping catch.
Murray State finished the game
with 246 total yards, most coming
through the air. Lewis was
11-of-24 for 135 yards and three
interceptions.
Mosby, starting at flanker and
moving to quarterback late in the
game, came up with four catches
for 66 yards. The sophomore
grabbed two crucial grabs on the
Racers' drive that ended with a
missed field goal.
"When Rick (Miller) went down
a receiver had to step up," said
Mosby, who was 0-for-2 passing.
"I wanted to play and perform like
I'm supposed to.
"I'm not disappointed at all,"
Mosby said of changing positions.
"I just want to be on the field contributing any way I can."
The Racers dropped to 2-6 after
the loss and have failed to win an
OVC game since last year's finale
at Austin Peay. They'll get another
chance this Saturday when they
host No. 2-ranked Eastern
Kentucky.
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111 154 207 0-3-0 1-5-0' 1-5-0 0-3-0 1-3-0
1 6
San Otago
CONFERENCE
NATIONAL
look at it like a pitching staff with touchdown, the defense containing
East
W L T Pet PF PA Home Away AFC NFC Div
each understanding their roles."
Cincinnati's strong running game
.9 0 0 1 000 264 106 5-0-0 4-0-0 3-0-0 6-0-0 44-0
Waskingin
667 117 177 3-2-0 3-1-0 2-0-0 4-34 3-2-0
0
3
Hockman hit two passes for 32 to only 126 yards and Hockman's
6
Naas
4 4 0 500 131 130 3-2-0 1-2-0 2-0-0 2-4-0 1-2-0
NYGiants
yards in 16 seconds to set up Doug performance as keys to the victory.
4 6 0 403 122 204 2-2-0 2-4-0 1-0-0 3-6-0 1-4-0
Phosou
3 5 0 375 103 116 1-3-0 2-2-0 1-0-0 2-5-0 1-24
Phila
"It was good enough to win
Pelfrey's winning 53-yard field
Cwittal
7 2 0 778 147 136 4-1-0 3-1-0 1-1-0 6-1-0 4-0-0
Chicago
against a gutty, gritty team detergoal as time expired.
0 667 175 154 5-0-0 1-3-0 2-0-0 4-3-0 3-1-0
3
6
Detroit
"With the exception of a couple mined to win," he said, but later
5 5 0 SOO 162 152 3-1-0 2-4-0 0-2-0 5-3-0 1-2-0
lannaeota
0 222 126 144 1-3-0 1-4-0 0-2-0 2-5-0 2-2-0
7
2
.
Green Bay
of times, he has exhibited the same added,"We still have our work cut
I 8 0 III 93 191 1-3-0 0-5-0 0-2-0 1-6-0 0-5-0
Tampa Bay
west
kind of poise," Curry said of out for us."
8 I 0 DM 198 97 4-1-0 4-0-0 2-0-0 6-1-0 34-0
(4.'. Odra
5 A 0 556 159 166 3-2-0 2-2-0 2-1-0 3-34 3-1-0
The Kentucky coach named 11
Hockman's performance. "PreAdams
4 5 0 444 201 135 3-1-0 1-44 1-1-0 3-4-0 1-2-0
San Fran
sence and poise are some of his players who have been injured,
3 6 0 333 151 208 2-2-0 1-44 1-1-0 2-5-0 0-4-0
IA Rams
best qualities. His father is a coach which has hampered the progress
e
Noaday's Game
and Ryan knows football and he's of the team this season.
New York Giants at PhIsde(lva 8 y m
"That's fact," he said. "It's not
a mature person."
r
Kentucky (3-5) snapped a four- complaining or making excuses.
game losing streak before a crowd That's what has happened. We'll
of 45,850 in Commonwealth have years where we don't get any759-9888
body hurt. This is a part of life."
Stadium.
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
Tailback Clyde Rudolph joined
"I've learned from experience
not to get too depressed if things the injured list by suffering a right
aren't going well and not to get too hamstring pull after carrying the
excited if they are going well," ball two times for 30 yards.
Kentucky travels to Vanderbilt
said Curry. "But (Saturday's)
game was particularly' exciting next Saturday and to Florida the
because of the way it developed. next weekend before closing at
The outcome reinforces what we home against Tennessee on Nov.
23.
preach on a daily basis."

MSU golf 15th at Pepsi
Staff Report
Murray L•419er

Timatt Sports

FAIRFIELD BAY, Ark. — The Murray State Racer golf team finished
15th at the Fairfield Bay-Pepsi Classic.
The Racers fired a 645, trailing tournament winners Minnesota, as the
Golden Gophers fired a 595, besting Southwest Texas by three strokes.
Price Coakley led the Racers with a 154 (78-78), while Evan Beck fired
a 161 (85-76). Dirk Brinker shot a 162 (80-92), while Paul Clemnts fired
a 166 (83-83), and Ryan Simon shot a 176 (86-90).

he key
glad
Ryan

Keep your kerosene heater

Imething
II coach
Wildthe

Larry Krouse Insurance

BASEBALL CARDS I SUPPLIES
"Buy, Sell and Trade"
Open:

Mon, Tues, Thurs, 2:30-7 p.m.
Fri, 2:30-6 p.m. Sat, 10-5 p.m.
Closed Wed & Sun
616 S. 4" St., Murray

(The
t'4)
(r1

(next to Fain Insurance)

n

v urri've 753-2744
Please Vote

TOMMY SANDERS
for

Murray City Council

How flexible
is your
investment
account?
Take a look at Republic's Liquid CD
• Witharawals at any time with no penalty
• Your opening rate guaranteed to 4/1/92
• Additional deposits earn your opening rate

Jones
)t,
man,
wing
and
!nted
acks, if

working all winter.

1. New Wick
2. New Batteries
3. New Igniter
4. Clean tank

5.550/0RATE
to 5I11(1 tv 4'
515,IXX) minimum deposit; deposits insured

to $24.95

Savings Bank

For Most Heaters

Murray Home & Auto

1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
•
(502)759-1630

Through Nov. 15

111
*dais

"Your Kerosene Heater Hearkwarters"
Chestnut St. Murray

753-2571 or 753-4110

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Dieybu know that becoming certified as a chiropractot
requites a minimum of six years of highly specialized;
-. —
college training?
hoüW
practic must-comprete4,485
Toddy's DoctorofChiro—
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
ngths to continue their-education and provide you wi
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let Me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
"...I Painful Joints
_I Headaches
J Back Pain
J Shoulder Pain
J Arthritis
Neck Pain
U Arm/Leg Pain
j Bursitis
Ll Stiffness
0 Cold Hands/Feet
3 Hip Pain
J Numbness
To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION 4t
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an 'examination
for restricted 6r excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIM:RR Our Grim pair., pramaia ma.Try praurnt •n• any athn. maw,rimponalkie 1a psymayt has•rap.la nano
th •• prrarmad a•
la p.; ama paymant or he rambarml far paynalt far any •ther mann. madauruan C trammant
• ar and ...Ulm 73 Awn. d napaneng to 4,. ....mama. F. the free aware •••••ratnal er t•••••••ma."

All For Only $19•95

the
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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UNITED

•

COMMONWEALTH BANK
(A Federal Savings Bank in formation)

•

44

here is a new savings bank coming to Murray,
. Kentucky upon receipt of Regulatory Approvals and its list of proposed Directors was released, containing some of the most respected and wellknown names in Calloway County. The list includes:
• Dr. Russ Howard
••Dr. J.D. Outland
• Dr. Tim Miller
• Mike Baker '
• Kerry Harvey
• Joe Tom Haltom
• Larry D. Wright

T

4,0 -

Wright, the President of BMC Bankcorp, Inc. and a
Murray naiive,said,"I'm p-leased to introduce to you
United Commonwealth Bank F.S.B., Calloway
County's proposed new financial institution, and
would like to tell you a little about our goals and
philosophy."

•
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"United Commonwealth Bank will be a full service
bank with predominantly local management. Our
Board includes some of Calloway County's most
highly-regarded citizens, all of whom have the
community's best interests at heart. You'll be hearing
more about our Board members as we progress toward
the approval of our application of
United Commonwealth Bank."
"United Commonwealth will offer highly competitive rates, first-class personal
attention to customers' needs and, we
believe, a number of services not currently available- in Calloway County.
Our philosophy is that a customer's loyalty should not be taken for granted, but must
be earned on a daily basis."

urther, we believe that fair competition is the
hallmark of any free market economy. As
Murray and Calloway County grow and prosper,
United Commonwealth is proud to take its place
among the city's other financial institutions."

"You, the consumer, will ultimately reap the benefits
of an increasingly competitive market for financial
services. Whether you bank with us or with a
competitor, you and other financial service consumers
will benefit from our presence in.Calloway County."
"Competition keeps charges low and encourages
quality service. That's the American vvy, and that's
how we intend to attract customers.... with fair rates,
high-quality personal attention and a unique array of
quality financial services."
"Some may want to keep a captive market... we
welcome the challenges and rewards of fair and open
competition, and acknowledge its benefits to the
Murray community. United Commonwealth will be a
solid and responsible corporate citizen of Murray and
Calloway County, creating new jobs and a pleasant'
working environment for our people."
"We understand that this is a great
community in which to live and work.
I know... because I was born heie,
educated here and grew up here. I'm
excited at the prospect of being part of
such a wonderful community once
again, through United Commonwealth Bank, and at being able to give
something back to my hometown. On
behalf of United Commonwealth, we all
look forward to serving you in the future."

••••

UNITED
COMMONWEALTH BANK
(A Federal Savings Bank in formation)

Obituaries

SBA offers veterans assistance

LOUISVILLE — More than in any
year in the recent past, we in 1991 owe
his mother, Mrs. Ramona Wilson a special debt to our armed forces
Bryan, Rt. 6, Murray; two brothers, veterans. Their heroism, courage and
Michael Bryan, Wickliffe, and professionalism under frightening
Ronnie Ryan Jr., Hona Path, S.C.; difficult conditions in the Persian
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Gulf is to be honored.
There are 28 million veterans in the
Wade Bryan, North Carolina.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 United States and we estimate that
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral they own 4 million businesses. Like
other business owners, veterans need
Home of Murray.
Burial will follow in Murray help with finance and federal contract
procurement assistance, as well as
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral business training and counseling.
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday). Like other businesses, they can come
to the SBA for assistance.
By law, however, veterans get
special consideration in all of SBA's
programs. This means that we reach
Billy (Franklin) Rogers, Hopkins- out to veterans by having a veterans
ville; one stepson, Michael Bean affairs officer in SBA district offices
and wife, Teresa, Nashville, Tenn.; in every state to help give veterans
one sister, Mrs. Caton (Molene)
Burkeen, and a sister-in-law, Mrs.
Lucille Peeler, Murrayi-

Chris Bryan
Chris Bryan, 21, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Sunday at 4:38 a.m. from injuries sustained in an automobile
accident. (See related story on page
16).
A self-employed musseler, he
was a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church, Murray.
Born Sept. 8, 1970, at Paducah,
he was the son of Ronnie Bryan Sr.
and Ramona Wilson Bryan.
He is survived by his father,
Ronnie Bryan Sr., North Carolina;

Lamon Peeler
Lamon Peeler, 72, died Saturday
at 5:27 p.m. at his home, 1107
Vine St., Murray.
His wife, Mrs. Waeda Mae
Biffle Beane Peeler, and one
brother, Kelzie Peeler, preceded
him in death.
Born July 24, 1919, at Almo, he
was the son of the late Freeman
Peeler and Etter Roberts Peeler.
A retired employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company, he was a member of Independence United Methodist Church.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Bernard (Carolyn) Steen and
Mrs. Roger (Sharon) Crouse,
Almo; two stepdaughters, Mrs.
Suzette Sharp, Murray, and Mrs.

Also surviving are five grandchildren; five stepgrandchildren;
two great-grandchildren; one step
great-grandchild.
Services will be Tuesday a 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. the Rev.
David Parish will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brooks
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Monday).

Mrs. Ruby Wells, 84, formerly
of Calloway County, died today at
6 a.m. at her home in Brownsville,
Tenn.
Her husband, Omer Wells, died
in 1937.
She had been employed as a
licensed practical nurse in a hospital at Brownsville. She was &member of Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church in Calloway
County.
Born Feb. 10, 1907, in Marshall

Mrs. Thelma Jane Dublin
The funeral mass for Mrs. Thelma Jane Dublin was Friday at 11
a.m. at St. Joseph Catholic Church,
Mayfield. The Rev. Patrick Billie
officiated.
Pallbearers were Bernard Cash,
Randall Carrico, Daniel Blanked'
ship Sr., Daniel Blankenship Jr.,
James Delaney, Henry E. Delaney,
Kenny Graves, Elmo Jarbo and
Milton E. Hicks.
Burial was in Si Joseph Cemetery with arrangements by Brown
Funeral Home of Mayfield.

Mrs. Elizabeth Chiles
Final rites for Mrs. Elizabeth
Mitchell Chiles were Saturday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Dr. A.B.
Colvin officiated. Music was by
Sue Ellen Shaw, pianist, and Treva
Mitchell, vocalist.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.

William Glen Belcher
The funeral for William Glen
Belcher was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev. Ronny
Hopkins officiated.
Burial was in Benton City
Cemetery.
Mr. Belcher, 74, Ledbetter, died
Friday.
He was retired as an oil derrick
worker with Maddox Drilling
Company.
Preceding him in death were his
wife, Mrs. Helen Boston Belcher,

Byrn to propose increase

MAYFIELD — Mayor Arthur
Byrn said he plans to propose a
half-percent increase in the payroll
tax at the Nov. 11 City Council
meeting. The increase could add
about $320,000 yearly to the city's
general fund.
Byrn said the increase from 1
1/2 to 2 percent will go into effect
Jan. 1, if approved, and should
bring approximately $160,000 during the remainder of the current
fiscal year.
Byrn said although city expenses
increased over the past 10
have
County, she was the daughter of
city tax rates have remained
years,
the late Boyd McNeely and Mary
at the same levels.
Cathey McNeely.
The city has previously operated
Survivors include one sister, on a revenue-sharing program
Mrs. Homer (Maudie) Burkeen, Rt. which allowed money to be placed
1, Dexter, Palestine community; into a reserve account.
one brother, Howard McNeely and
wife, Alma, 1605 Ryan Ave., Murray; several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home of
Dr. Bert A. Siebold of the DepartMurray will be in charge of funeral ment of Industrial Education and
and burial arrangements.
Technology at Murray State University was among more than 100 presenters during the 24th annual convention of the National Association of
Mrs. Dublin, 66, Mayfield, died Industrial Technology (NAIT) OcWednesday at 11:20 a.m. at Com- tober 16 through 19 in Dayton Ohio.
The title of his session was
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
She is survived by her husband, "Geometric Dimensionsing anc,1
James Albert Dublin; four daught- Tolerancing: A Standard for Engiers, Mrs. Jane Ann Blankenship neering Drafting and Design."
"Improving Productivity through
and Mrs. Sara Delaney, Murray,
Ms. Lisa Dublin, Mayfield, and Communication" was the theme of the
Mrs. Marian Mebane, McKenzie, convention which drew 300 represenTenn.; two sons, David Dublin, tatives from educational institutions
Mayfield, and Gilbert Dublin, and industry from throughout the
Dresden, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Louise Hicks, Mayfield; five
grandchildren.
James E. Milslagle, vice president
for human resources for the Banta
Corporation of Menasha, Wis., will
Mrs. Chiles, 86, widow of Dr. present a guest lecture at Murray State
Harley C. Chiles, died Tuesday at University on Thursday afternoon,
10:05 a.m. at a hospital at Nov. 7.
Scheduled at 2:30 p.m. in the
Lexington.
She is survived by one daughter, auditorium of the Collins Center, his
Mrs. Shirley Joyce Humphreys and address will focus on the future
husband, R.G., and three grandchil- workforce as perceived by Banta, a
dren, Cheryl, Scott and Jerry Hum- major printing company. He will
phreys, all of Lexington.
show slides as part of the presentation.
Interested people from the community, along with students, faculty
and staff, are invited to attend, accordand his patents, Robert and June ing to Dr. Thomas E. Gray. Gray is
chairman of the Department of Grapic
Belcher.
Arts Technology/Printing ManagemHe is survived by one son, ant, a co-sponsor of the lecture with
Robert Belcher, Missouri; two the College of Industry and Techdaughters, Mrs. Kim Walker, nology
Dyersburg, Tenn., and Mrs. Pam
Milslagle, who has been at Banta
Vick, Hardin; three sisters, Mrs.
Magdelene Gentry, Smithland,
Mrs. Pearl Ledbetter, Paducah, and
Mrs. Esther Holley, Ledbetter, one
brother, Bobby Belcher, Murray;
eight grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.

Mrs. Ruby Wells

special consideration with loans,
training and federal contract prcnurement.
In effect, this means that for veterans in Kentucky who need help
starting a business or keeping one
growing, your VAO is in Louisville.
The SBA holds the VAO responsible
for delivering SBA program assistance to veterans in this state. Patricia
Walters is the VAO for all of the
SBA's programs.
Veterans should know that if they
have problems connected with starting a business or keeping one going
that they can come to or telephonç.
(502/582-5971) the SBA DistricMTfice in LouisClle and get he
At the SBA,we are always seeking
ways to improve our service to veterans. In August, we reached an agreement with the International Franchise

Byrn said he supports the payroll
tax instead of a proposed increase
on the city's municipal insurance
tax.
In September, the city council
postponed a vote that would have
increased the insurance tax by 4
percent (from 5 to 9 percent).
Byrn said if tax revenue doesn't
increase to meet the city's requirements by next spring, he may look
into a 1 1/2-percent increase (from
5 to 6 1/2-percent) in the city's
municipal insurance tax which
would generate about $200,000
annually.
Byrn said city officials will work
hard to tighten next year's budget
which should give them a better
idea on how to "keep the services
we need and the people want."

Siebold attends convention
United States. Keynote speakers
included Dr. David Ponitz, President
of Sinclair Community College in
Dayton and Mr. Richard Broyles,
Manager of the Division of Manufacturing Engineering, Delco Chassis,
General Motors Corporation.
NAIT is a nonprofit, professional
association for technical management
personnel, technology based organizations, and educational institutions.
The major purpose- of NAIT is to
foster improvement of the field of
industrial technolgy within colleges,
universities, business, and industry.
NAIT's National Office is based in
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Milslagle to speak at MSU
since 1988, will also speak to graphic
arts classes while visiting on the
campus.
He served for 22 years in various
personnel and employee relations
positions with the Kimberly-Clark
Corp. in both the U.S. and Canada
prior to joining Banta.

HOG MARKET
Federal.State Market News Servke November 4,1991
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog 'Market Report Include. 4
Buying Stations Receipts. Act. 606, EsL 450 Barrows &
Gilts .50 to mostly 1.00 lower Sows steady to 1.00 higher
US 1.2 230.250 lbs.-------...--S35.00.35.50
US 1.2 210.230 lb..
133 00-34 50
US 2.3 230.260 lbs.-------..---S34.50.35.00
US 14 260.2/0
533.50-34.50
Sows
US 1.2 270.350
US 1-3 300.400
520.80.27.00
US 1.3 400-525
520 00 27 50
US 1.3 SZS sod up
5241 00.31 00
US 1-3,306.500 106
.........$24.04.25.0o
loan 520.00-2250

Before the Need Arises. . .
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Association under which franchisors
have agreed to reduce franchise fees
for. veterans.
The fee reduction amounts to giving veterans an extra equity stake in
their franchise businesses, thereby
increasing their chances for success
and improving their ability to borrow
money for business expansion.
The SBA's efforts on behalf of
veterans are intended to ensure that
they are accorded every Opportunity
to participate in all of the agency's
programs. We recognize that America's veterans are special and we want
to do all we can to provide the
opportunities which our veterans so
richly deserve. We take these responsibilities very seriously, and we are
proud of our record.

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or

EXERCISE

,

•

Does Your Heart Good
110Arnorican Heart AssocKitiOn

Ward's
Leather & Jewelry
* SPECIALS *

'3.99

Siveatshirls
1/4 Carat Diamond
Ring

145

Sterling Silver
Panda Rings

$4.50

Leather Billfolds

$5.00

Bomber Jackets

149.95

Open Daily 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
& Sun. 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
759-1616
Bel-Air Center

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

Storage
Lakeside
94 East1 m.
from Murray
will pick up your boats, pontoons, and antique cars,
clean, and store them In new Insulated buildings for a
reasonable price. We will also winterize If needed.
Also available: 60x60 commercial building in city
limits with office & bathroom.

Body Wash

Call the
753-0548 Da s

Ar

759-4838 Nishts

INTRODUCING

Matter FUNERAL
HOME
24 HOUR OBITUARY
AND
COMMUNITY NEWS TELEPHONE

DIAL 753-0042
Get updated information on all local obituaries,
24 hours a day free of charge.
•

To The First
250 Pick-Up Truck
Owners That Stop By
And Test Drive The

NEW 1992 CHEVROLET TRUCKS
A $19.95 Value

Stainless Steel Lock
Back Knife
Only At...

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Hwy. 641 South
Geo. Inc. 753-2617
In Support Of

JONES
BREREION
fo
GOVtrNOR

THANKS FOR YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT
IN THE CITY COUNCIL ELECTION
signed: LORETTA JOBS

Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

Ask Us About

Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

PLEASE RE-ELECT MY WIPE...
signed: Sid Jobs
PLEASE RE-ELECT MY MOM...
MOM...
MY
RE-ELECT
PLEASE
signed: Rick Jobs
signed: Andy Jobs

*8 On The City Council Ballot
NH Pot By The Candidate

•

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service
713 South Fourth St.

CAMPAIGN
RALLY

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1991
6:00 p.m.
at
Democratic Headquarters
304 Maple St.
(Old R.J. Brewbakers
Feklmer,CPA, Treasure. •
Ur Fronde for J04.1 Annelle

Modern Facilities
753-6800

-

•

‘v , •

•
•.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Monday. Nov. 4, the 306th day of 1991. There are 57 day -kft in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 4, 1979, the Iranian hostage crisis began as militants stormed
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. Although some of the hostages were freed
several weeks later, for 52 others. it was the start of 444 days in captivits.
On this date:
'In 1842, Abraham Lincoln married Mary Todd in Springfield, III.
In 1879, humonst Will Rogers was born in Oologah, Okla.
In 1880, the first cash register was patented by James and John Ritty of
Dayton, Ohio.
In 1939, the United States modified its neutrality stance in World War
IL allowing "cash and carry" purchases of arms by belligerents, a policy
that favored Bntain and France.
In 1952, Dwight D. Eisenhower was elected the 34th president of the
United States, defeating Democrat Adlai Stevenson.
In 1956, Soviet troops moved in to crush the Hungarian Revolution.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan won the White House as he defeated President
Carter by a strong margin.
In 1983, President Reagan paid homage to U.S. servicemen killed and
wounded in Lebanon and Grenada as he attended a ceremony at the Camp
Lejeune Marine base in North Carolina.
In 1987, 6-year-old Elizabeth Steinberg was pronounced legally dead at
a New York City hospital in a child-abuse case that sparked national
outrage.
Ten years ago: The launch of the space shuttle Columbia from Cape
Canaveral, Fla., was scrubbed with 31 seconds left in the countdown
because of problems with a pair of auxiliary power units.
Five years ago: Democrats won a majority in the U.S. Senate during
general elections, ending up with 55 seats compared to 45 for the
Republicans.
One year igb: Iraq issued a new broadside, saying it was prepared to
fight a "dangerous war" rather than give up Kuwait. Secretary of State
James Baker visited U.S. troops in the Saudi Arabian desert. Douglas
Wakiihun of Kenya and Wanda Panfil of Poland won the New York City
Marathon.
Today's Birthdays: Former CBS news 'anchorman Walter Cronkite is
75. Actgr Art Carney is 73. Actor Cameron Mitchell is 73. Actor Martin
Balsam . is 72. Actress Doris Roberts is 61. Actress Kate Reid is 61.
Actress Markie Post is 41. Actor Ralph Macchio is 29.
Thought for Today: "A boy becomes an adult three years before his
parents think he does, and about two years after he thinks he does." —
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Selective Service director (1893-1977).

tions of Murray Sand Company
were taken over by Crounse Corporation of Paducah, according to Tar
Ezell, president of the company.
Tar will continue as manager and
Doris Ezell as secretary -treasurer.
Elected as officers of Blood River Baptist WMU at a meeting at
Memorial Baptist Church were
Mrs. Voris Sanderson, Mrs. M.T.
Robertson and Mrs. Clifton
Campbell.
Ray Charles will appear at Murray State College Health Building
on Nov. 16 at 8 p.m., sponsored by
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce in cooperation with Murray
State Student Organization.
Mrs. Julia Hart showed slides of
her European travels and Mrs.
Howard Olila sang a solo at a
meeting of Magazine Club held at
Murray Woman's Club House with
Mrs. L.E. Owen as hostess.
Forty years ago
A temperature of 13 above zero

Wendell Ford was elected as
Tea years ago
and Julian M. Carroll as
governor
elected
was
David Buckingham
as district judge and Greg Higdon lieutenant governor for the state of
as state senator in General Election Kentucky in the General Election.
Elected as judge for city of Hazel
on Nov. 3.
was Noah G. Paschall and as trusDebra Lynn Lewellyn was
were Cy Miller, Hoyt
tees
at
Queen
crowned as Homecoming
Murray State University at the McClure, Glenn Barnett, Ralph
Murray-Eastern football game. Richerson and Robert C. Holmes.
Navy Petty Officer Third Class
Eastern won 24 to 20.
Dr. Ray Mofield, professor of Frank R. Sykes is serving aboard
journalism and radio-television at USS Josephus Daniels with Sixth
Murray State University, has been Fleet in Mediteranean Sea.
Births reported include a boy to
named an officer of Southern Illinois University National Alumni Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henderson, Oct.
26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Association.
at
named
Bement, Oct. 28.
was
Mike Horning
Jan Alter, daughtrer of Mr. and
"Mr. MSU" in the contest, sponMrs. Roby Aller, and Donna Jones,
sored by Alpha Omicron Pi sorority of Murray State University. Pro- daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Donald
ceeds go to the Arthritis Jones, are among 18 coeds named
winner of $100 residence hall schoFoundation.
Births reported include a girl to larships for fall semster at Murray
Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson. Oct. State University.
Thirty years ago
8.
The silica sand mining operaTwenty years ago

was recorded in Murray Nov. 3.
The football game between Murray High School and Hoplcinsville
High School was postponed Nov. 2
and 3 because of bad weather.
"Looks as though we made a
record change from fall to winter.
Don't know of anyone pleased with
the snow that greeted us on the
morning of Nov. 2 except the
kids," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
The Barbershop Quartet of Music Department of Murray Woman's
Club composed of Mrs. Robert 0.
Miller, Mrs. Orval Austin, Mrs.
David Gowans and Mrs. Glenn
Doran sang two numbers at meeting of Woman's Association of
College Presbyterian Church.
Local persons attending Northwestern..University, Evanston, Ill.,
are Jacqueline Sharbrough, school
of journalism, and Charles Henry
Stamps, graduate school.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: It is again time for
the Operation Dear Abby/America
Remembers Campaign and the great
work it does for our servicemen and
women stationed overseas — and,
for the first time, here at home.
From my years of experience as a
Navy fighter pilot. I know the importance of the Operation Dear Abby/
America Remembers Campaigns. A
supportive card or letter to a young
man or woman serving our nation
can make all the difference in the
world.
Operation Dear Abby/America

Remembers played.a major role
during Operation Desert Storm,and
we need to keep the momentum going with the America Remembers
"Adopt a Unit" program.
For years, schools, groups and
communities have been able to
"adopt" U.S. military units stationed
overseas. Now,for the first time ever,
thanks to the Armed Services YMCA,
local units in the United States can
be "adopted." (Not all the troops
stationed here in the United States
get to go home for the holidays!)
School groups and communities

can "adopt" a ship or -unit for the
holidays by sending a stamped, selfaddressed business-sized envelope
(No. 10envelope)to: Operation Dear
Abby/America Remembers,cio Taco
Bell Corp., 17901, Von Karmen,
Irvine, Calif. 92714.
Each group will receive a newsletter and other materials on the
unit it "adopts." Once again, dozens
volunteers from Taco Bell will
process the incoming material.
As i'cie first honorary national
chairman ofthe America Remembers
Campaign, I want to say "well done"

..11111m1Mm••=,

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

to America Remembers, Taco Bell.
and to you and your readers.
RANDY "DUKE"
CUNNINGHAM,HONORARY
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN,
1991 AMERICA REMEMBERS
CAMPAIGN
DEAR ABBY: I am getting married soon,and I have my bridal party
already picked out,but I have a slight
problem. I would like to change my
maid of honor because we are no
longer as close friends as we used to
he.
I am wondering how I should go
about telling her I have changed my
mind without hurting her feelings.
CHANGED MY MIND
DEAR CHANGED: How long
ago did you ask her to be your
maid of honor? If it was a childhood promise made several years
ago and you have since drifted
apart,she may be relieved to be
replaced. Discuss it with her.
However, if you asked her recently,there is no way to tell her
you no longer want her to be
your maid of honor without
hurting her feelings.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 79-year-old
woman living at the California State
Veterans Home in the beautiful Napa
Valley.
. One of the first questions I'm
asked when I tell people that I live at
the Veterans Home is:"Oh,was your
husband a veteran?"
.
Abby,I proudly servedras a nuts,
ter sergeant in the U.S. Army during
World War II and in the Korean
conflict. When will people learn that
women are veterans, too?
Abby, perhaps if you publish this,
it will serve to remind millions of
people that there are women veterans, too.
MARTHA L. WALKER,
YOUNTVILLE, CALIF.
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Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes
post-nasal drip, and why does mucus
drip 'down the throat causing major
irritation? Would surgery be a correcburst
agents
Wildlife
and
Fish
Suddenly,
tive measure?
DEAR READER The membranes
in on Mark Trail's poaching operation.
high in the back of the throat, behind
the nose, are often the source of a proCr-osswords
lific mucous discharge. This is usually
caused by a low-grade allergic reacAnswer to Previous Puzzle
tion (to smoke, pollen or dust) but may
ACROSS
42 Stumbles
also appear when these tissues are in45 Simian
PHI
GAMES
DOT
Hindu
The condition is aggravated by
fected.
47 Pierce
Cymbals
giD A AINIKE ROE sinus inflammation
, too
49 Verve
4 Bone
al A N 13 L E. EERIER
50 Edges
This mucus drainage typically
6 Haste
52 Mountains of
GOA
heads south, pulled by gravity down
11 11 precedes
AUPEN
Europe
winter
into the throat and trachea where it
SU
SECTS
BALD
54 Alternative
13 Cured
triggers a cough reaction for the
KEEP
KIEV
ONE
word
15 Silver symbol
reason we cough when we swatsame
55 Negative
AG
DOLLARS GI o
16 Well-known
food the wrong way. Such coughlow
prefix
e
aviC
gm
AO
C
Miii-Ci Wilialli BON ing spasms are usually quite violent
56 ContageouS
sptlri
18
air-7.
nt
KEEN
ET
DIJUBS
skin
disease
and occur in paroxysms, frequently
19 You and me
Artificial
59
FIN
STEER
more pronounced at night. Because
21 Disturbance
language
there is little material to "bring up,"
HUD D E N
22 Short iacket
P A SOOD
61 Deprived of
24 Stiffly
the cough is termed "dry," unlike the
ETE
OWL
DOPER
63 Lou Grant,
decorous
cough characteristic of
"productive"
RAW
for one
al EE ONA 12 E
26 Oodles
pneumonia.
65
Rugged
28 Regret
Post-nasal drip is one of the most
mountain
29 Showy flower
complaints I see in the ofcommon
crest
31 Retain
9 Spanish
Army off
3
ID
66
Anton
be diagnosed by looking in
can
It
fice
33 Rupees
article
4 Hebrew
67 Devoured
the throat with a strong light; the gobs
abbr
10 Temporary
measure
of mucus can be seen washing over
34 God of love
DOWN
route
5 Gastropod
36 Beams
the back of the pharynx Avoidance of
12 Above
mollusk
38 TV s Maddie
1 Chkgese
tobacco smoke and the use of anti-his14 Eats
6 Window
Hayes inits
Pagoda
17 Cozy corner
medications
tamine/decongestant
shade
40 Prepare for
2 Predicts the
20 Location
7 Fondle
(such as Actifed, Sudafed or Dimeprint
future
23 Roosevelt ID tapp) usually relieve symptoms. Pa8 Comfort
24 Father
tients with persisting and especially
25 Simple
4
9
10
5
8
6
I
2
3
bothersome post-nasal drip may re27 Chair
quire prescription drugs (such as His30 Staffs
i3
12
11
manal or Seldane) or referral to an
32 Funeral pile
li 35 Locate
allergist.
18
16
is
Surgery is ordinarily not used to
37 Farm
17UUU
structure
treat this condition, unless the sinuses
22 23
21
19 20
38 Central
are chronically infected and must be
American
opened and drained.
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WELL,HAS
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YET?

NO MILK AGAIN OR
YOUR CEREAL T1-115
MORNING, 1.1U1?
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64
63

61•
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53

52

44

49

48

47

43

67

43 Colorful bird
44 Tin symbol
46 Printers
measure
48 Bundles
51 Pintail duck
53 Mother of
Castor and
Pollux
57 Newt
58 Yes, in
Madrid
60 Norwegian
Currency
62 Redford ID
64 Tantalum
symbol

DEAR DR GOTT: Recently I discovered fresh blood at the end of a
urine flow. A urologist easily discovered a tumor inside the bladder that
was treated with cautery. I was commended on being very observant to
catch the problem so quickly What is
my prognosis for the future'
DEAR READER: Your prognosis is
probably excellent because you identified the problem early and received
prompt, definitive care. However, I
must add one caveat. Your prognosis
depends to a large degree on the type
of bladder tumor you had. Ordinarily,
these growths are slow-growing and
do not readily spread. Thus, you will • need a periodic cOopic exam
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AS SEEN ON T V
The Housing Authority of Murray will ac-

Items may be seen at the maintenance
building at 402 Ash Street, Murray on
Thursday, November 7, 1991 between 8:30
a.m. and 12 noon.
Bids must be sealed and delivered to reach
the Housing Authority office at 716 Nash
Drive, Murray, Kentucky by 2:00 p.m.
November 7, 1991 at which time formal bid
oppning will be conducted. The Housing
Authority of Murray reserves the right to
reject any and all bids if deemed to be in the
best interest of the Housing Authority.
nin

020
Notice

Bank is now accepting bids on the following reposession 1987 Nissan 300ZX. Serial
ilJN1HZ14S7HX218274
Bids will be accepted
through Wednesday,
November 6. Citizens reserves the right to bid. For
inlormation call 753-8300
CITIZENS
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Send resume to

1-800-334-1203

VCR Service
All
Ward-Elkins

BASEBALL Cards and
Supplies The Dugout, 616
S 4th Open M-T-T.
230-7, F 2 30-6, Sat 10-5,
Closed W & Sun
753-2744
•NEEDED" A Christian
Bible College, existing interdenominational theological seminary, want to open
a school in Calloway
County, near Ky Lake, with
Christian campground and
retreat facilities Funds are
limited, seek good price or
donation of 20 to 30 acres
Call 813-522-7676,

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it

may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

BEGINNING: NOVEMBER 4, 1991
ENDING: DECEMBER 2, 1991

I12s
Personals

CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn. We are committed to
being the best parents
Exp. paid CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618.

NO BRUSH ORTREETROPUNGS WILL BEPICKED UPBY

THE LEAFCREW THIS FALL FOR AN ESTIMATE OFCOST
OF BRUSH PICK-UP, CALL 762-0330 OR YOU MAY DISPOSE OF BRUSH AT THE CITY LANDFILL.
MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS AND UTILITIES

Horoscopes
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sinuses
must be
ly I diglid of a
discovder that
as cornwant to
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vever, I
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the type
linarily,
ing and
you will

(For your personalized daily kale Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788.Your phone cpmpany will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
in big savings. A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE planning will result
a flying start. Do
to
off
gets
courtship
A
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
boat.
the
rock
to
nothing
financial burden will be lifted sooner
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 21): Takthan you think. Be prepared to move

ing an overly aggressive approach
./
could cause strife. Steer clear °L
people who gossip. Your best?ippon
is with someone of the same sex.
LIBRA,(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Exer-

cise more caution than usual in your
fmancial and real estate dealings.
Consult experts. Although a change
in social plans is upsetting, you could
to
willing
are
you
than
more
to ask for
meet an attractive newcomer.
give-in return.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
business opportunities arise.
New
THIS DATE: singer Paul Simon,
than yee-think-.--A
o ain Shepard,"fotit-t-ffir—Bryan Succcsais closer
a t—TSvisit opens unexpected
or
call
phone
O'Neal.
Adams, actress Tatum
better job.
or
promotion
a
to
door
the
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
good friend rallies to your side.
A
make
you
help
will
diplomacy
Greater
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
new gains. An older person is your
Inertia is the only thing, that
strongest ally. Visitors or messages 21):
come between you and success
could
from far-flung places are featured.
this week. Get moving. Extra study
Shoppers can find great bargains.
Although
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): will prove very worthwhile.
a competition makes you edgy, you
Your career gets a welcome boost,
win.
thanks to a friend. Give yourself adCAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
equate time to complete one projeCt
your temper today. Taking a
Curb
psychic
A
another.
on
before taking
breaking with your regular
or
walk
experience may be difficult to interrouting will put you in good humor.
pret at first.
with a loved one.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): A Come to terms
at home.
evening
quiet
a
Spend
special project receives new support
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18):,
AQUARIUS
A
profits.
today. Teamwork boosts
You will be able to accomplish more
unless

you.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22):
Hard-to-find items become easier to
purchase, and at an attractive price.
Someone could try to interfere in
your domestic affairs. Refuse to let
outsiders disrupt your family life.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Phone
calls and messages

give new mean-

once you reduce the stress in your
life. The arrival of a check could be
delayed another few days. Mate supports your efforts. Be appreciative!
PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): You
have a chance to

move up at your

place of employment. Share a financial burden with other family members. A health matter deserves prompt
attention. Develop your athletic po-

tential.

ing to your efforts. Better

TODAY'S CHILDREN are independent, responsible and devoted to
their parents. These Scorpios will look at a situation others bemoan and turn
it to their advantage. Invariably, they find their Christmas presents long
school, these
before the holidays and know all the family secrets. By high
job. They want to
Scorpios will insist on having an afterNchyol or weekend
be self-supporting and can't wait to start.
hook "Yesterday. Today and Forever
(To order a revised and updated copy of kane Dixon's best-selling
Plan,- send 58.95 plus SI postage and handling to
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's
64141. Make checks payable to
!Axon. c/o Andrews and McMecl, 0 Box 411)150. Kansas City, Mo.
I
Mee!
Andrews and Mc

DON'T wart until winter to
wood. We will out andi
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John
759-9710.

get

EXPERIENCED professional seeks full-time position Diverse background
includes management
sales and marketing 4yr
Lifberal Arts degree
443-7434

FIREWOOD Delivered
$30. Pick-up, $20
436-5598

WILL do housecleaning
Experienced, havo refer,
ences. 753-6782

FIREWOOD 436-2744
FIREWOOD, green or sea
soned 753-5476

EMPLOYMENT opportuni
WILL do housecleaning in
ties are now available for
Mtirray only 474-2131, ask
individuals with disabilities
tor Betty
or special education high
school graduates thru the
100
JTPA program EmployBusiness
ment screening will be held
Opportunity
November 7 For an appointment call, 759-1965
BUILDING Dealership to
& all Steel Build
EXPERIENCED drivers. Steelwood
profit
Would you like to drive for ing Systems High
di
factory
Buy
potential
truckgrowing
the fastest
load carrier in Western rect To qualify call (303)
Kentucky' Late model 758-4135, Ext 400
equipment, weekly pay, ex- FOR sale 50% of Classic
cellent benefits, actual Pizza in Murray to working
miles Interested? Call partner
$ 70 0 0
1-800-848-0405, Paschall 901-627 2935
Truck Lines, Inc Hwy. 641
South, Murray, Ky 42071
110
Where you're a person, not
just a number.
Instruction

1ros local clam sanoca'

SECOND AREA TO BE PICKED UP WILL BE THE NORTH
SIDE OF MAIN STREET TO THE NORTHERN CITY LIMITS,
WORKING WEST TO EAST.
THE ENTIRE CITY WILL BE COVERED TWICE TO INSURE
THAT ALL LEAVES ARE PICKED UP. PLEASE DO NOT
RAKE LEAVES INTO THE STREET.STREET GUTTERS OR,
OVER WATER .METERS1 LEAVES SHOULD BE RAKED
TWO OR THREE FEET FROM THE STREET CURB.
BAGGED LEAVES SHOULD BE PLACED AT THE CURB
SIDE OR MAY BE DROPPED OFF AT THE OLD CITY PARK
LOCATED ON CHESTNUT STREET WHERE AN AREA
WILL BE DESIGNATED AT THE GRAVELED AREA BY THE
BALL FIELDS. BAGGED LEAVES MAY BE DROPPED OFF
AT THE AREA BEGINNING MONDAY,OCTOBER 28, 1991.
AND WILL BE ACCEPTED THROUGH DECEMBER 2,-1991-,-

Purchase
Plastics, Inc.
P.O. Box 5310
Mayfield, Ky.
42066

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

MXTR
FIRST AREA TO BE PICKED UP WILL BE SOUTH 5i9
WORKING
LIMITS,
CITY
SOUTHERN
THE
TO
STREET
EAST TO WEST.

A1A FIREWOCD, Sea
soned oak, delivered or
pick-up 492-8254

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379

Experience
necessary

'1

ONLY Opportunity this year
to obtain Xmas and coma
dabon loans with no credit
check 803-293-1641
THE Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi is
sponsoring Leaf Raking for
Donations Tues-Sat
1:013ran-15:00pm. Oct 15-Nov
7. Call Mandy Flaherty
753-9982 for more info.

Supervisor
Needed

CITY OF MURRAY

flirtation could cause trouble
you are very discreet. Do nothing to
jeopardize an older person's trust in

Injection Molding

ow owl. hog
Mr.
4,4•01110
WOO

753-1713

quickly on in unusua) business opportunity next month. A real estate
deal that is proposed in January could
be just what you have wanted. Love
and financial backing come from an
unexpected quarter in early spring of
1992. Romance takesa dramatic turn
in May. Next summer,be careful not

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.

Wanted

65-

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti_ Across from
Hitching Post Dine in or
carry out Open all year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-81 1 9
Tues.
1-800-649-3804

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 5, 1991

MUCUS

CARPENTER needed Call

Hwy

TN

!ALIF.

causes

Firewood

&tuition

it•C1 OR TRUER TRA/1•03 CENTE

Call 753-1916

Wanted

Homeplace 437 42,'

Family Restaurant
121 N Murray

ALLIANCE

LEAF PICKUP

der it

Hi

DAYTIME waitress Apply

in person

CANCER
INSURANCE

marparty
slight
ge my
re no
sed to

rld go
Rd my
ings.
vlIND

LEARN TO DRIVE

bids on November 7, 1991, on used
refrigerators, ranges, and air conditioners.

cept

Legal
Notice

111
Bell,
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HAIRSTYLIST Master cuts
is now hiring to work at
Mastercuts. You don't have to
have a chentel, just be a great
hair cuuer. We believe that we
have one of the best ccimpensatin and benefit packages in
0Guaranteed
the industry.'
wages plus incentive txxnuses.
Group health insurance, paid
vacations, monthly retail contest with prizes. Free advance
training, free supplies, opportunity for advancement with
national chain. To find out
more Call Loretta at
442-3234.

030
Card
of Thanks

t

in the recent death of
Magness Beach the
finely wishes to eApress
to Dr.
ticir than
Charles aark and his
staff, also the home
health care, Holland
Pharmacy, and all the
friends and n4ftiors
- for their kfridness,food,
ft.snotrs and especially
to Miller Funeral
Horne,singers, and Bro.
Bob Dotson.
The wife and family
••• of Magness 'Beach

1

011

Lost
And Found

Lost
Large Black
Long-haired dog
Sinking-Springs area
Collar oyt Jot Pat Ward
If found call
435-4422

FOUND black and tan
puppy. 759-1443.
LOST red billfold at SaveAid. Reward. 753-3591
(if
Help
Wanted

MAJOR Leasing Co looking for a fueler/washer and

also a refrigeration mechanic Competative
wages, excellent benefit
package and a good working environment 753-0381
for appointment
MEDIA REP. with account
ing background Send resume
to Box 1067, Hopkinsville,
KY 42241,

GOOD Solid Firewood. Call
James Sills, 753-4120
OAK, no bark $20 picked up Murray 436-5560.

TRUCK-Driver Training
School. Immediate job
placement. Call Tim
502-472-6428

Experience
necessary.
Send resume to:

Pioneer Mold, Inc.
P.O. Box 556
Mayfield, Ky.
42066
(502) 247-2440

be:kground
necessary.
DRIVERS wanted. Tractor/ 'Resume please to. MotoWailer drivers wanted. OTR,
polite' Life Insurance Com3 years or more experience
pany, 1634 Broadway, Pawith • dean DMV If inter,
ducah. KY 42002. FOE
skied, pleas• call,
901-6440040

2BR brick duplex, central
H/A, Westwood Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR duplex All appliances
no pets Deposit required
$300/mo 753 2967
TAKING applications for
Nov 1st Large 2br, basement Partly furnished W/D
hook-up, stove arid refrigerator, quiet neighbor
hood $200/mo f deposit
489-2741 after 5pm
TAKING applications for
8 rent subsidized
apartments 1. 2 & 3 beo
rooms Apply Hilldale Apas
Hardin, Ky or cal!

section

COMMERCIAL Building for
rent $400/mo South 12th
St New electrical, heating
and air Zoned right
753-3966

at Sycamore
and 4th St.
400 sq tl building.
Good location for business or office. High visibility $200/mo.
Call Allison
Photography
753-8809

FENDER Bass A stock
amp Arbor Striped Ex
pore( bass guitar. 6 TO6
old Over $1000 new Sell
or trade for drum set. ATV
or ? John 753-6613
PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661

1-10
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

340
Houses
For Rent
2BR house for rent in Almo
area 753-4959
3BR, 1 bath, large utility
room, contra' gas WA
$350/molus deposit and
references. 1108 Elm St
Murray. 812-477-0985
38R. Gas heat, appliances
furnished, carpeted No
1 year lease,
pets
$325/mo plus deposrt
753-2376
NICE large house. 4 miles
South of Murray 492-8120

SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums demos, sound
tracks, Jingles Benton, KY
527-0453

PINE Bluff Shores Nice 2
or 3br, 2 story home con
nal litA Coleman RE
753-9898
370

210

1,2, or 3 BEDROOM furnished ppartments near
filecelenecus
MSU. 753-6111 days or
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 753-0606 nights.
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U S
blocks and plate blocks
Excellent U S and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies If we don't have it,
we'll order it. We buy coins

1BR furnished apartment

Partial utilities paid. No
pets 753-9741 after 4prn.

Livestock
& Somalis
6 MONTHS old purebred

E3eefrnaster bull, dark red
$700 Call 436-5413 before
3Prn
HUDSON Company Sad-

1BR furnished apartment dles, Bridles & Horse supSome utilities paid. Close to plies 7 5 3 - 6 763 or
University and hospital. 753-4545
CASH for mobile home
753-8756 or 753-4012.
tires- $7-$12 each
POLLED Hereford bulls
527-2932
Registered -Top blood
and stamps and appraise 1 or 2BR apts near down- lines
Rockin' R Ranch, CaPAYING $100 and up for estates Visit us at Book town Murray Also 3 to 4br
diz, KY 502-522-7018
black GI Jo's and boxed Rack (Dixieland Shopping house 753-4109
sets Bill Speed, 436-5608 Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Southside Manor,
* EXPERIENCE *
TV Antenna tower and/or
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
* PREFERRED *
antenna, rotor. 489-2440
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161.

150

TOP Soil, good rich dirt.
Ideal for yards and plant

Articles
For Sale
1 ASHLEY; 1 Fisher wood
stove. 437-4702 after 8pm,
or call 5am-7am

FISHER fireplace insert
753-2717
KONIE electric wench,
12,000 lbs. Made in Houston, TX w/cable Contact
Johnny Garland, 753-4790
or 753-4641.

MINOLTA 350 copier. 5
years old. Excellent condition. 901-247-3205.
RECONDITIONED end
loader. Excellent machine,
$2500. 753-2533 or
489-2497

11111111

entre family, 401K and
disability plan, 3-year taming program Co** degree preferred No sales

OLYMPIC OFFICE
SUITES:
For much less than you
imagine! Affordable individual office spaces,
fully furnished, telephone answering. FAX.
copy machine, security
Secretarial and receptionist services, access
to lounge area and conference room w/TV &
VCR Located near
restaurants
banks,
Plenty of parking, convenient access Contact
John Downs, 753-4000.

502-437-4113 EHO

Musical

SMALL Caterpillar road
NOW accepting applicagrader: Good condition.
tions for LPN and CNA's
$2750. _Howard Brandon.
Murray area. Flexible
hours, excellent salary. 1 to 753-4389.
1
patient care
1-800-333-0453

EXECUTIVE
SALES
POSITION

Apartments
For Rent

For Rent

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future' ASHLEY wood stove w/
You may qualify if:'You do blower Good condition
not have your GED or high $125 753-8838
school diploma; *You are
COMMODORE 64 Compubetween the ages of 16 &
ter. Complete with monitor,
21. We are an E.O.E. This
disk drive, printer and sevproject is funded by the
eral programed disks inWestern Kentucky Private
cluded. Excellent condition.
A.
P
J.T
Industry Council$450. 489-2117.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
ENTERTAINMENT Cen7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
8a.m.•1130a m
ter Louver for Camaro
753-9400

Mold Makers
Wanted,

Business
Rentals

WOOD for sale, 753-9745

ASHLEY wood stove,
436-2752

WELDERS Pass in-house
ATTENTION. Excellent in
certification test, stick or
come for home assembly mig, uphill plate test Startwork. INFO. 504-646-1700. ing range, $6 00-8 00/hr
Dept. P2021.
Good fringe benefits Qualified applicants apply at
COMMERCIAL ARTIST Thompson Steel Pipe Co.
WANTED Marketing experi- Princeton, KY 365-5030
ence helpful. Send resume to
Box 1067, Hopkinsville, KY WENDY§ is now hiring for
all positions, day and night
42241.
shifts Apply at store from
DRIVERS/Delivery. Pepsi- 2-4pm daily.
Cole has opportunity to enter on the job training program to learn to operate
tractor/trailer Training at
no cost, and you will be paid
as you learn. No experience required After successful completion of trainFinancial produds andsaring, candidates will be revices. Metropolitan Lila,
sponsible for local delivery
one of the tamest hum*
runs and safe operation of
institutors, seeks, aggresvehicle Excellent earning
sive person 16 lii portion in
potential ($20,000) and
local area Salary up to
benefits w/no overnight
travel To apply come to
140,000+. Excelled fringe
Benton Pepsi-Cola. Hwy
benefits to include: retire641 N. on Wednesday,
ment medicalklentel for
November 6 gam-3pm.
DRIVERS Earn to $550
*ft Small package delivery. Relocate, Co. car.
1-800-824-2030.

300

210
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Horne
FumIsterce

BEIGE couch and chair
Like new, will deliver
753-2244 or 759-9359

beds. 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVEEW,CALL:RICK
MARTIN,MGR. 1-800-264-0950 OR SEND RESUME
TO P.O. BOX 9500 PADUCAH, KY. 42002-9500.
Be a part of The Rock. An equal opportunity employer.

250
Business
Services

MEDITERRANEAN bed
room suite, christ, dresser,
king-size bed 753-7953

gations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102,
Murray, 753-2641.
270

Mobil

Bows For ilai•
12x52, 2br, 1 bath. Good
condition, underpinning
$4300 firm 345-2484 or
247-7704
15 USED 12 wides in stock,
all must go,some in need of
repair Prices starting at
$1495 Also 10's, 14's and
doubles Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
527-1427
EXTRA clean 10x50 with
an extended living room.
New carpeting, new paint,
gas heat $4100. 753-2047
FINAL Clearance on all '91
models, no reasonable offer refused Example: Deluxe 14x70, 2br, 2 bath,
plywood floors, frostfree refrigerator, sell-storing

Development near Aurora,°
KY Recreational facilities
available to renters and
owners For information

pliances $275/mo Coleman RE, 753-9898
SHADY Oaks

2 or 3br,

Heating
And Cooling
APPALACIAN fireplace in

pro-line golf clubs, three sert 3-speed blower and
iron through pitching draft blower Very attrac-

vs

/51 0466

PO By, 1033

Murray

Attention
Mobile Home Owners!

•

Now Is the time to winterize your home before cold
weather sets in. Among the many parts that need to be
checked before winter are:
Storm Windows
Flex Ductirig
Heating Thermostats
Furnace Filters

Antifreeze
Housetype Doors
Vinyl Skirting
Roof Coating

I

fp

Starks Bros. Mobile Home

Motile
Homes For Rent

MOBILE Home Village
$70/mo Includes water,
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS garbage pick-up Coleman
Wanted any size or condi-- RE 753-9898
lion. Cal 1-800-443-7740

wedge Also one iron, excellent priceI For more information call 753-3895

m)la

ALL PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY

280

Antiques

Men's

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 waist to Johmy Robartson Road,
south to So. Halo Road, right on Su Halo Road

For pncing or any other information that we can help
you with, call 527-3108 or 753-2922.

Horn. Lots For Rent

TING' Look-Alike

'Doors open mit 6 00)

bile Homes, Benton, KY
Ph. 527-1427

1E2

Sports
EquiPmerS

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Starks Mobile Home Parts and Supplies CIIITiCS a full
line of furnace parts for Coleman, Intertherm, Miller
and Duotherm furnaces.

QUALITY sleeper couch electric or gas Walking dm
(queen size) in good condi- tance to college 753-5209
tion. Colonial style $225
753-8291
Mobile
16,5

kik

storms, northern insulation,
many extras Only
$170/month.- Gateway Mo-

call 354-6927 after 6pm
MOVING, Must Sell at loss, AURORA Area Very nice
$400 Dining room suite. 2tx, central H/A, water, ap
includes buffet, china cabinet, table and chairs Call
759-9215 or 753-3635

ThePrudential Cj

Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investi-

PRIVATE

LANE couch Excellent
condition Nutmeg floral de- 2BR with Central H/A in
sign $225 753-1411 after Pirates Cove Recreational
5pm or all day Sat

The Prudential is exNindusg it's army force' IF YOU ARE
CURRENTLY UCENSED AND SUCCESSFUL WE MAY BE
LOOKING FOR YOU!! Cho& out our qualifications!
1). EXCELLENT TSUUNING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM'
2) SOS 'EXPRESS CONOALSSIONS" ON PRE-PAID LIFE'
31 TWO YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM'
4). PATENTED COMPUTERIZED SELLLNG SYSTEM'
5). 530.000,000 RETENTION user!
6). EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS PACKAGE!

tive, great heater 3 years
old. $850 489-2454 after

Parts

and Supplies. . .

Twe Mass North of Benton OU Hwy. 641
Hours: 8-4:30 M-F; 8-12:00 Sat.

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT'INSURANCE
,kr.'•f•
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. Ilk pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copaymerit amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are

paid in or out of the hospital. The
$58.75 per month
For

1991 rate is

_

more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

.•
..:Zi; .eido.d. •••••'1
-5.1.'
.i'4. ..
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CLASSIFIEDS
Int

Lots
For UM

Motorcycles

48-1
1-76
641P11
BEAUTIFUL. wooded lots
loci/nod approximately 2'A
miles from city lines. reasonably priced. mobile homes
accepted owner financing
AKC Lab puppies 8 male,3, available to qualified buy ,
,
female Ready 11/7/91 era Call John Downs at
435-4481
MTG. 753-4000
• -

6 MONTHS old black
Cocker Spaniel 5's
months old black Chow.
753 0789

AKC Lab puppies. Gun or
tamily dogs Guaranteed
happy and healthy Yellow
$150/125 354-8714
AKC puppies Various
breeds 615 746-5355
DAJSY Grooming Satur
day by appointment
753 7819
FEMALE beagle 6 yrs old
good hunter 753-2708 at
ter 3 30
HAVE an obedient, sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray tcfr over
12y rs 436-2858
PEG S
753-2915

Grooming

POODLE puppies AKC
$1 25 and up Paradise
Kennels 7514106
REGISTERED Chinese
Sher-Pet puppies Born
1005/91 will be ready
12M91 753 6420 or
753-1265

Produce
RED Sweet potatoes
iOrtoushei 753-3599 any
time or 753-8480 after 6prn

4

SORGHUM or honey. pick
up or deliver !city)
753-3,442

Sala
FARRIS Auction CornPanY
W Dan Farris Auctioneer,
P 0 Box 149 Hazel, KY
(502) 492-879618795 We
acoratse and sell it all

NICE 3br I s bath home
on 14 acre Has outbuilding arid new septic tank
Price reasonable
437-424,4 anytime

330
Real
Estee,

•

.
arnpr

'11
••••

Lots
For Sale

• 42 •
• ff.

v•

ALPLNE AM/FM Compact Disc in-dash $399.99
Sunset Boulevard Musk
15yr. Anniversary Spe-dal. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St
753-0113.

NICE 3 or 4br 1 bath, gas
neat carport, deck and
swimming pool with agood
garden spot 753-1078:

4

ett

1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant
good condition $2750
759-1602
1986 MAZDA 626 GT
2-door. 5-speed. air,muise,
Mt power widows,- door locks, power sunroof
cassette equalizer. 44xm
actual miles 492-8185

USA Made Swisher tow
behind 40 inch mowers with
Bhp Briggs Engine Now at
$795 season ending price
Reserve yours at Town &
Country Yamaha in Murray
or call 753-8078

1989 GRAND Arn 4-door
white, navy interior, ag ami'
fin cassette.".excellent
service record 49xxx
miles $7500 OBO
753-6225 ask for Jay

Home Buyers Hooked on Newspapers
for Real Estate News, Study Shows

,
•

11 Top* Cog DI V•6$11,911
1Tog41*.PIK
1
$16,11
1Tigli
....1,417
Pro1U....
Fad
1
19 %yob
DI_-$7,211
1 TelCR_ $11,417
1100Cada Fl
1 Doeqfkies 41_34417
1 Toyota Co Fl....$51417
17 Iluda 626
2,381
17 Hall Cirt
17 Toyota Ca* Fl
17 Patt Gr. 4a.......34,187
17 lieu! Tapaz_.$3.917
17 Olt(Its Sup
15 Ctrs* LeBson._.1,917
15 Tam Cressida_ $4,17
15 Toyota Cori LE_ 21417
14 Chnrolet C4vict
14 %pia Carob_ 1,987
12 Nissan Sen._ $2,917
12 TOf Ural _____12,217
11 Liar 1st Cr..._2,487
11 kilt
LJ.--$1,N1
V Hal We— NV
75 Nettdits

1984 OLDS Cutlass Cent
Brougham. 4 door Excellent condition 753-2446

Roberts Realty

•

CARS

TRUCKS
N'ssan 47.2 PI$7,787
1 Fad Bran II XLI.39,917
1350
1 Fad Range 11.T....35)87
1 Taft 44.....__15,4r
$3,17
11 Ckeri S10
• ••••

I;Id 0150

SEX

1Taft
16 Fad BrcodoILl 4i4.17,117
15 Dalpani Pt....41417
15 GIC Catv. —WV
14 TO
14 MI Pam 51___.2,117
1 Dadie Cot
Aubrey Marcher
Bel Caaren•Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
_hrrs Bear*, Bus Mgr
,
Chad Cochran Gen Mgr

OTA
TOY
.2E=.

Ramb1986 2911 HOLIDAY
Travel ler Alum! Ute XL.
awning,
Bailer, microvrave,
clean...
stereo, loaded Very
excellent condition Mutt
or
see $10,500 753-1140
753-5677
1991 NEWMAR Kountry
then
Star 2611 travel Weiier
luxe, central A/C,
insulated 3 double beds.
New $24 400, Now
$14,500 Never used for
health reasons (502)
821-0219

520
Bodo
& Motors

1.1

%MN*
000red

Service*
Offered

ktviims
Offered

GALLIM0F1E Electric
Licence:I for commercial
and residential Fres estimates No fobs too big or
too small 759-1835

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenoed in
sured Esbmate available
759-4690

T C Donh Repair awl Maintenance Electrical' Clear
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Miin
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm

Unice,
Misted

j Mike Orten
' Portable Welding
& Gas Appliance
Service

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up for
large prbiects Our business is built on quality
382 2214

Specializing ii
Space Heaters
Floor Furnaces
Cook Stoves
Mobile Home
Systems
LP Gas Systems
16 Yrs, Gus Esperi
ence With Locni
Gas Companies

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels re
sidential commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753-3254

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

ODD Jobs Rake leaves
yard work, hauling, City or
county 437-4703

PAINTING or Window
Cleaning Experienced
Good references Reason1965 RUNABOUT in good
able Rates 759-9708
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent conch
and ex
at Sears PAINTING interior
bon $1000 Call James at FENCE sales
Over
work
Quality
tenor
now. Call Sews 753-2310
435-4425
experience Ralph
for free maimed for your 20 years
Worley 759-4555
75HP EVINRUDE out- needs
board motor Excellent
ExSpe PAINTING Interior and
Condition $700 Call GALLOWAY Roofing
s
estimate
Free
terior
re
cialaing in new roots,
James at 435-4425
Reasonable
roofs, and tear offs Guar- Small repairs
rates 753-6844
work
anteed
502-753-7941
PLUMBING repairman with
day service Call
same
LP
and
Natural
Work
GAS
5
436-525
ser
and
New installations
Smell floats__ . $25tmo.
and bonded PLUMBING - Free estilicenced
vice
Pontoon Boats. /50/1110.
For your safety, have your mates Affordable rate
CM 753-0372 or
gas furnace or stove serv
Same day service All work
753-4445 altar 6 p.m
iced and inspected before guarariteed 492 8816
winter Carter Service
Company Ercel and Phillip ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
Carter 753-4684
530
painting plumbing conService*
GENERAL Repair plumb
Free estimates Call
crete
Offered
ing, roofing, tree work
474-2307
DAVIDSON Roofing New 436-2642
ROGER Hudson rock haulroofs and repairs Tear offs GERALD WALTERS
ing, gravel sand, dirt, driveguarWritten
roofs
re
and
Roofing, vinyl siding paint- way rock 753 4545.
antee Local reterences ing Free estimates 18
753 6763
753-5812
years experience Local re
machine repair
SEWING
Al TREE Service Stump ferenoes 489-2267
Kenneth Barnhill
removal and spraying Free
By. Sears
753-2674
estimates 753-0906 after GUTTERING
and corn
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 Sears residential
OCK finishing,
SHEETR
mercial continuous gutters
textured ceilings Larry
AAA Additions Decks. installed for your specifica
2
vinyl siding, carpentry bons Call Sears 753 2310 Chnsman 492-874
levelfloor
and
work, house
for free estimate
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
ing, drive-ways 40. years
Removal Insured with full
tion
Y
Construc
HADAWA
experience Free estiline of equipment including,
paintng,
remodeli
Home
mates Call collect
60f1 aerial trucks and brush
ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
got -247-5173.
chipper To assure a safer
too
Job
floor covering No
operation at a lower comt
ABLE Odd Job Specialis
small 436-2052.
petitive cost Free estiFinish basements and atdo plumb- mates without obligation.
tics Electrical. plumbing, HANDYMAN will
Day or nite, 753-5484
tree work and hauling, ing. electric and carpentry
underpinning, weather Reasonable rates
753-9838
proofing, etc 436-2868
VCR REPAIR' Wood VCR
Center. cleaning
tree
Service
work,
yard
,
HAULING
ALPHA Builders - Carpenservicing $15, most repairs
Free es
try, remodeling. porches. removal. mowing
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
759-1683
roofing concrete, drive- umates
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
maintepainting.
ways
INSULATION Blown In By
Mon -Fn, 753-0530
nance, etc Free estimates Sears TVA approved
489-2303
Save on those high heating WE do wallpapering, paintCall Sears ing, cleaning, etc. ExperANY remodeling painting and cooling bills
ienced and references Ask
estimate
free
for
753-2310
ces
Referen
8 roofing
for Mary 502-753-7941
759-1110
KITCHEN CABINET REexisting doors & WILL do plumbing, installaAPPLIANCE REPAIRS - COVERY
tion and repairs All guaranwoodgrain for
Factory trained by 3 minor frames with
teed. 753-4355
MICA, all colors Free estiparts
Most
manufacturers
Recovery
Wulff's
mates
All
truck
in stock, on my
WILL do yard work, pock-up
Murray 436-5560
work and parts warranted
leaves, tree removal and
Ask for Andy at The Ap- LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
yard mowing Free estipliance Works, 753-2455
For all your carpet and up- mates 436-2528
holstery cleaning For a
WILL do yard work of any
APPLIANCE SERVICE
free estimate call
Kenmore, Westinghouse. 753-5827 Satisfied kind. Also, wood /or sale
759-4401 Ask for John
Whirlpool 30. years ex
references
penance Bobby Hopper,
436-584-8

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread;
753-5940

7161
753Leave
MCS•sirlge

INSIDE BOAT I
CAMPO STORAGE

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, drivehauling, foundations,
ways,
AUTO LOANS No credit
759-4664
etc
checks no down payment.
Simple and BACKHOE service David
1990 PLYMOUTH Laser 87-91 models
3-5389. 24 Burkeen Septic systems,
AS turbo Loaded. make easy 1-800-83
HAS
basements, foundations,
753-8651
oder
driveways, gravel, dirt,
1991 CEUCA GT Local
sand mulch rip rap placowner. excellent condition
ing 474-2103
Vim
20xxx Tiles. $12,500
BLOCK. bock. concrete fin492-8129 daytim•. 1979 CONVERSION Van
Basements footishing.
vet
evening
759-4717
Super condition, loaded
garages, drives,
ings,
extras low mieice,$2995
1991 DODGE Spirit White,
walks. 30yrs experience.
Here it is,4 Br, 3 bath home in Murray With 2 car
1981 Conversion van, low
bag
air
miles,
16xxx
13yra.--in- Murray area.
If
blue,
heat.
anti
gapte. Has fireplace-and-central-air
436-2858
$3500
mileage,
753-5476 Charles Barnett
pw/pb. a/c. 4-door Call
us
call
price
good
a
at
room
of
lots
you need
492-8157
1986 FORD 9 passenger
BUILDER new homes adtoday. 5108,000. MLS 3739
van good condition low
1991 PONTIAC Grand Am
ditions framing, remodel759-1602
$2950
price
ing roofs specialty solar
4-door, Oita, blue interior,
green houses and homes
17,xxx fn. Many extras, ox1
753-165
414 SO. 12th
Fall special 24x24 garage,
vs rice Cal 753-6172
Used
$5555 Tripp Williams,
Trucks
753-0563
1974 FORD red runs BULLDOZING arid backgood Call anytime
hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
489-2982
Financing available
1978 FORD Courier Good CHIN& Chin Chimney
response
least
the
drew
s
program
once ynui%e bought a house, you
work truck 753-5486
Sweeps has 10% senior cal
with 2 percent.
stand a good chance of becoming adCHEVY Sitverado zen dascounu We sell chun
1985
attracts
what
s
examine
study
The
dieted to newspaper classified ads.
black, aluminum ncy caps and screens
buyers to real estate ads and.what SWB.
according to a new study from the
435-4191
high mileage
wheels,
turns them off. Among the study's
Newspaper Advertising Bureau.
$4630 OBO 435-4286
CHIMNEYS 'R Us Chen
estate
real
g
designin
for
suggestions
Not surprisingly, 83 percent of
ney Sweeps Specializing
P*250 flat-bed
FORD
buyers:
1986
attracts
that
ing
advertis
er
realesnewspap
read
home buyers
in fireboxes chimneys
sr
and
brakes
steering,
informs
of
plenty
buyers
• Give
tate ads while they're house hunting.
dampers general home am
set of racket Ores
non about the important fea- New
But 91 percent continue to read the
provements and repairs Al
7pm
after
753-9400
tures of the property: the
( tt
si.fieds after they've bought a
cht
work guaranteed Cal Tim
asking pnce, available financ- 1986 GMC Suburban
at 753 7350
in
package
Loaded:towing
ins, benefits of the area, etc.
"Buying a house is probably the
NG in and wound
• Make your ads easy to read, excellent condition 1666 CLEANI
biggest single financial investment
Years of experiMurray
Ave
Ryan
Spell out all the words, use
most people will ever make," says
ence references supplied
white space and clear 1987 CHEVY S-10 Blue
Tony Marsella, NAB vice president
753-2469 or 623-8956
long wheel bmite, Tahoe
photographs.
ing,
d
advertis
classifie
estate
for real
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
• List homes together by pkg Excellent condition
"That's why home owners follow real
and Cooling Service Com5216
753that
so
geographic location
estate trends - to protect their inplete installation and sereasily.
them
find
can
alt
,
buyers
step-side
CHEVY
1988
vestment."
Call Gary at
vice
of
out
Four
week.
all
e
• Advertis
options 7534548
Sixty-seven percent of them
759.4754
10 buyers were "all-week"
named the newspaper as their most
1988 TOYOTA pick-up
DRYWALL, finishing, reshoppers who read the cies- $5000 forrn 753-0789
important source of information
pairs additions and blowas
week
the
during
ads
sifted
the
to
ng
Accordi
market.
the
about
1990 MAZDA B2200 LE-5 ing ceilings 753-4761
Sunday.
on
as
well
ci- ,
study, they read real estate articles,
Extended cab, black, LICENSED for electric,
• Advertise consistently. Many
financial information sitd other
5-speed. sliding back gas. refrigeration Installsthrough
browse
owners
home
home-related items, in addition to
glass, bedliner, a/c, pla.
Free 08b
the classified pages even when anti-lock brakes, ounifm tion,aind repair
the classified ads.
mates 753-7203
and
looking
actively
not
they're
ed
alloy
wheels
homes
,
cassette
Only 6 percent mention
this is an opportunity to build 15xxx miles 753-31304 af- GUTTER cleaning and teat
magazines as their primary informsraking 527-7863
image and recognition.
ter 5pm
lion source, while TV real estate I

PRIME lakefront lot
Wooded and ready for the
perfect lake hideaway For
sale by owner 753-3913
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TOYOTAS COST ESS
IN MORAY

sin
LEY Reel Estate
BOB
Sales and Appraisals
Rooerts Reeky 753-1651 '
or 489-2266
Cutlass Cure
4 WHEELERS for Kids" 1986 OLDS
4-door burgandy 65xxx
FOR Sale Commercial
No problem The new Yel
Bldg 3780 so ft ground
miles AM/FM stereo cas
low Jacket Fun Karts are
floor. 1550 sq ft upstairs now in stock with a low se* air 753-6985
storage 753-9400 alter introductory price at Town
1987 CAMARO LT ye
7peri
8 Country Yamaha. Call new tees, chrome wheels
ps/pb cruise t tops Must
K;)PPERUD REALTY of 753-8078 for more details
new $6000
ter, a complete range of
a red. black, sell Like
-AWAY
LAY
Real Estate services with a green or pink SCOOler at 759-9728
Nvie selection of quality
Town & Country Yamaha
1988 CHEVY Beretta Ex
lomes all prices
753 8078 for lay away °silent condition Local
Call
753-1222 toll free
details today
one-owner $5600 OBO
1 800-251 -HOME Ext
Must sell 753-6967 after
711L
SEASON Clearance Bush
50n1
sprayers
spot
gal
10
Hog
SMALL acreage-aerie-farms
with free mounting let Save 1988 FORD Thunderbird
and lots for trailers
Reserve yours today Turbo coupe great shape
$100
489-2161 after 6prn
at Town & Country loaded
$ 7 250
Yamaha Call 753-8078
502-527-3762

t-

= tu.

HOUSE and 40 acres for
sale 436-5366 after 5pmr
IN the city -4 acre fenced
yard Brick, kr 2 bath,
central (gas) KA Spacious
deck. $70s Bob Perrin
Real Estate 759-1881 _

rnPws

1990 SUZUKI AM 125
Must sell 753-5486

WANING; Don't buy any
4-wheeler until you check
the amazing good buys on
new Yamaha overstocks
just in at Town and Country
Yamaha Call 753 8078 for
lay away inforrnabon
in
lots
All
FALL Special
Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads,
water.citwater. natural gas. OSbievision, reasonably reNEW and used bres. Key
smiled Priced from $4500
Auto Parts Hwy 121%5
to $6600 Nice wooded lots
753-5500
included 753-5841 or
753-1566
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks Free pick-up
759-4605 or 436 5322
Noose
kw SO
Used
213R, 1 bath Good condiCars
tion 3 miles from Murray on
Coles Campground Rd
1953 OLDS 88, 2dr nice
753-5484
Ford Ranchero GT, one of
the last built real nice
Excellent
2BR brick home
753-0790
neighborhood, large lot
paved driveway $42.500 CAR Stereo lastallstloe
502-527-3762
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
ot
East
3BR 2 bath 3 miles
Spectalist, Dixieland
Audio
town 1750 sq ft Uvinfront MSL
groom diningroom. °eke* — Center, 1 block
Owlets ceiling tans Beau& dome
fuily decorated 24x24 de- '1979 CHEVROLET Malibu
tached garage $53 000 5450 753-0789
753-0954
-1982 DATSUN. 5-speed.
4BR' 2 bath house in town,— $600 753-5377
good neighborhood
1984 BUICK Regal Good
$45 900 753-2967
condition $1000 firm
GATESBORO beautiful 753 6934
new home 3Br 2 bath
1984 CHEVROLET Ca
custom quality tracitighout
Many extras 753-9463 at-pr i,„ 2nd owner $2800
753 4545 or 753-6763
ter 5pm
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DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 1390
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025

Illuthis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - $as & electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
s_All _Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
for A Job Done Right Becauce We
Guarantee Our Work.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
-And-Save For A Handy Reference)
( ommer(ial

and
Residential

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Kt, 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Gentry Painting Co. %

Phone
1602)759 1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
nw. Gentry
42011
nk 4 Kos iTTA„ lirray. Ky.

Remodeling &
Specialist

GU

cH00D CONSTRUCTION CO.
New Construction, Home Improvements
Home Inspections
Ceramic Tile & Hardwood Floor I natal'soon
Phone (602)753-7192
Lynn! Mood

s
Seamles
m Gutters
Aluminu

Randy ThornttonSt.Co.

-Installed
Repaired
-Cleaned-Cleaned
-Cleaned

753-8181

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches,concrete
nce
Aork, chain link fences. Home maintena

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
Unll Is An)tinip

489-2303

759-4685

ij

PDQ

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Dependable, Guaranteed Service

Thomas/Tim Snitch

802 Chestnu
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 7:30-4:30

In Kentucky: 753-7318

FOR SALE
Lean & Extra Lean Beef
By the Pound or cut
Silver Meadow's Ranch
136
919
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PRECINCT VOTING LOCATIONS
Murray #1
Murray #2
Murray #3
Murray #4
Murray #5
Murray #6
Murray #7
Murray 48
Murray #9
Murray #10
Murray #11
Almo
Calloway
Cherry Corner.
Clayton Creek
Coldwater
Dexter
Faxon
Harris Grove
Hazel.
Jackson
Kirksey
Lynn Grove
New Concord
Providence

Main-

2 Main
DIIICO,

.)

Courthouse
City Hall
Murray Middle School
Goodyear Bldg.*
MSU Racer Arena
Special Ed. Bldg. (N. 16th St.)
.Robertson School
Vocational School
Army Reserve Bldg. (Center Dr.)
Treas Lumber Do-It Center
Christian Community Church
Almo Auto Auction*
Calloway Co. High School
ood Shepherd. Methodist Church
East Elementary School
Coldwater Church of Christ
Dexter Community Center
Gary Darnell Marine Sales*
Southwest Elementary School
Hazel City Hall
Kirksey Woodman of the World Bldg.
Kirksey Woodman of the World Bldg.
Lynn Grove Stop-and-Go Grocery Bldg.*
New Concord Church of Christ
Herndon Seed Mill

.10000•4100

....
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Stock Market
Report
Phces as of 9 AM
Company

Chg

Price

MAYFIELD — Johnny Dowdy,
an 18-year veteran of the Mayfield
Fire Department, was recently
named chief of the city's threestation, 44-member department.

Lams
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•ar
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SPECIALS
Dine-In, Pick-Up, Free Delivery

Kevil; Scott Purcell, Leitchfield;
Mark Galloway, Murray; and Pen
Waggener, Columbia.
The MSU Division II Academic
Team also had a fine tournament,
winning three matches and placing
second overall. The Racers
defeated Hopkinsville Community
College, 51-42; Alice Lloyd College, 43-16; and Jefferson Community College Southwest, 53-27,
before falling to Hopkinsville
54-39 in a championship round
match.
"The Division II team performed
very well today and could have

won it all," Brown said. "The other
team just got off to a quick 18-0
start in the final match and we
could never recover. This is a very
strong Division II team and they'll
win a tournament before long."
Division II team members representing MSU in Pikeville were
Dennis Ruez, Jr., captain, Centralia, Ill.; Jeremy Shelley, West Paducah; William Parker, Murray; and
Zubin Rivetna, Darien, Ill.
The MSU Academic Teams will
next be in action Nov. 16 at the
Hopkinsville Community College
Invitational Tournament in
Hopkinsville.

ACT test rescheduled for Nov. 11
An ACT examination for students
planning to enter Murray State University that was postponed from an
earlier date has been rescheduled for
Monday, Nov. 11, on the campus.
Carol Yates, test administrator in
the Counseling and Testing Center,
said the test will begin at 8 a.nt in the
ballroom of the Curris Center. Originally scheduled Oct. 29, it was postponed because test materials did not
arrive as expected.
Called an ACT residual, the test is
_given onIy to students who will be
enrolling at Murray State. Scores are
not transferable to other colleges and
universities.

Anyone who plans to take the test
on the new date should notify Carol
Yates by calling (502) 762-6851.

Buy Any Large Pizza at
Regular Price, Get a
12" Dessert Pizza

Ky.
253/s unc
Kroger ..........-.....,........1r/s unc
L G & E ...................443/4.I/5
..341
/
2. fh
McDonalds
J.C. Penney..-................493/4 • 14
Peoples First" ........24B 241/,A
Quaker Oats ........
.................
.........6P/4 + 3/1
Schering-Plough ...
......—.m61/
1
2 +-Ifs
Sears......36'/. - 1/9
Texaco..
64 - 1/4
Time
+ 14

*Not Good With Any Other Specials
*Expires 11/7/91
'Must Present
Coupon Before Ordering

Wal•Mart...-...............
............—.453/s
—.453/s - 34

All Calloway County Supporters
Remember...

for

'WIWI Lyons is trsding spent
this stods.
**Hillard Lyons is a mikes rrffice, In this sin&

Calloway County

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additkmal
Information
Available

upon Request.

Sendoff
Night"

"Senior

HILLIAKI3
LYONS

Monday, Nov. 4th
at Mr. Gatti's

()at Best hit estment Is Vuu.
IJJ. Sairst W.L lssra Inc •*ma NYSE assl SiC

All You-Can-Eat Pizza and
• SpaGatti Buffet

ServicemAsTER

5:30-8:30 p.m. Only

'Coupon Good
Monday, Nov. 4th Only s
*Must Present Coupon
Before Ordering
*Not Good With Any
Other Specials

Carpet & Furniture
Specialists
COMMERICAL/RESIDENTIAL
ServiceM481
—BAR of the Lakes
4,759-1707

CHESTNUT STREET • 75-6656

6-et Your FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac

dation,
:•overed

Nip

es.
19
e We

Is your subscription
running out?

Nel

—Vale

askatiti

11111141raii

Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?

4

mere la!
ind
dential

Dowdy, who replaces Larry
Bruce, was chosen over four other
candidates by Mayor Arthur Byrn
and the city's Fire Committee based on test scores and interviews.

4

Academic Team wins first championship
The Murray State University
Academic Team won its first
championship of the season by capturing the Pikeville College Invitational Tournament Saturday in
Pikeville.
Relying on both general knowledge and quick reflexes, the Racers defeated Alice Lloyd College
61-29 in the 'tournament's final
match. Highlights of earlier qualifying rounds included MSU victories over host Pikeville College,
57-45 and Alice Lloyd, 58-26.
"The questions were falling our
way today and we were able to
take advantage of it," said team
captain Jason Taylor of Franklin.
"It's nice to get that first tournament win under our belt, and we're
looking for a lot more this year."
Team coach Ted Brown had
words of high praise for his players
singling out Taylor for special
mention. "While all the players did
well and contributed to the win, I
was especially impressed with
Jason today. He not only answered
questions in his areas of expertise
in math and science, but also
answered numerous humanities
questions. He was a real leader out
there and this was a great win for
our team."
In addition to Taylor, Division I
team members representing MSU
at Pikeville were Academic Team
Association president Brad Kelley,
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If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a 6, month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
ou a 1992 Farmers'
we'll give you
Almanac FREE!
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Now you can be sure you'll have enough •liday portraits to go around.

(While Supplies Last)
S

SAVE 110.
47
6.95.

n Co,
St.
30-4:30

is
uicrete
manic

leef

inch

Mu
tiray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray
•

YES,
I'would like to have my FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac. Please
enter my subscription or renewal for (please check one).

Out of Town Subscription

0
O Six Months
0
O One Year

$54.50
$64.50

Local Subscription
0
O Six Months
0
O One Year

$28.50
$57.00

Reg. $141.95. Includes 36 Mint-Prints.

NAME

Right now you can get this
'entire 47 Portrait Special - one
8x10, two 5x7s and eight
wallets from one pose of your
choice in the finished portrait
envelope, plus 36 Mini-Prints all for just 56.95.
our selection $2_sitting fee per person may not be used
am other special offer ereeestehis coupon at time of sitting Liam
one special per subject Not available in permanent studios Allow3
weeks for cleavers. Cash value1/201.
kihno-Pronts
with

L1512

Chestnut Hills Murray

ADDRESS

Nov. 4-6
Mon.-Wed. Hours
10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-7 p.m.

CITY
PHONE

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Kentucky 42071
763-1916
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PAROLE BOARD
The following are most recent
minutes of actions taken by the
Kentucky Parole Board pertaining
to inmates convicted in our area:
Parole recommended:
• Ricky Prescott, 105246-CS
(Must submit to random drug testing once a month at own expense).

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 101

Opera scenes to be presented Tuesday at workshop
Scenes from four operas will be
presented at Murray State University in the MSU Opera Workshop
under the direction of Dr. Randall
Black on Tuesday evening.
To begin at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theatre of the Doyle Fine Arts

Center, the workshop is open to the
public at no admission charge. All
operatic scenes will be performed
in English.
Scenes will include: a quartet
from "Falstaff' by Verdi, a duct
from "The Dialogues of the Carme-

lites" by Poulenc, a scene from
"The Old Maid and the Thief' by
Menotti, and a scene from a newly
composed work,"Rumpelstiltskin,"
by Kentucky composser Joseph
Barber.
The MSU Opera Workshop has

been invited to present the scene
from "Rumpelstiltskin" to open the
National Opera Association national convention at Northwestern University in Evanston, Ill. on Nov.
13.
Singers participating in the

BRERETON JONES...GOVERNOR
* THIS TIME

- Apc.
THE PEOPLE COME Fiksr

Brereton Jones
is committed
to
Calloway County

4

w ry"'

As Governor, he
* Not raise taxes..
ield
Support a major highway from Cadiz to Murray to Mayf
Support our regional special events center.
tern Kentucky to create
Open a state economic development office in Wes
better-paying jobs here.
markets by bringing food
and
exp
to
k
wor
and
ms
far
ly
fami
our
t
Suppor
processing plants to our region.
-* Increase the promotion of our tourism industry.
dren - Unanimously
Make education reform a reality for all of our chil
•

endorsed by Kentucky Teachers.
Work to provide affordable health care for all Kentuckians.
Fight crime and drugs - endorsed by the State Fraternal Order of Police and
supported by the Ky. Sheriffs Association.

VOTE

BRERETON JONES
FOR GOVERNOR
TUESDAY, NOV. 5, 1991
Trea.,irer
Paid for 1-). Friends for Jones, Annelle Fulmer, CPA,

V

workshop at Murray State are:
Kathleen Tayloe, Rebekah Duncan, Tina Esterle, Lee Ann Eakins,
Amanda Sims, Angela Hudgin,
Janet Kinney, Niki Shaheen, Bart
Dawson, Scott Ferguson, Deborah
Trite'', Dallas Street, Susan Taylor,
Thomas Clay and Cathy MaBelt.
Piano accompanists will be Pat
Bomba and Scott Ferguson.

MSU students to
sponsor environmental
art contest Nov. 18
On November,. 18, the American
Humanics YAA 290 students will be
sponsoring an environmental art contest open to all Murray State students.
The theme for the contest is "My
Environment and Me." Students may
submit any form of two-demensional
or three-dimensional artwork, with a
limitation of two cubed feet for threedimensional work.
Prizes will be given to the top three
entries. First place will receive a $15
gift certificate for the Murray State
University Store, second place will
receive a $10 gift certificate, and third
place will receive a $5 gift certificate.
All three winners will also receive a
For more information and a list of
rules, stop by Carr Health room 108,
or call American Humanics department at 762-3808.

Murray High Speech
Team places first
at Calloway tourney
The Murray High School Speech
Team placed first with 174 points
Saturday at a tournament hosted by
Calloway County.
Christian County took second
with 116 points while Crittenden
County was third with 104 points.
Those placing for Murray High
were: Ginger Crouch, first in oratory, second in prose interpretation;
Carissa Belcher, first in solo acting; Rob Carpenter, first in humorous inter*tation; Scott Conklin,
second in humorous interpretation;
and Dana Hohman, third in
impromptu speaking.
Those who advanced to finals
but did not place were: Shannon
Farley, Michael Robinson, Dennis
Whittaker, Chris Fuhrman, Mary
Maddox,- Brad McClain, Carissa
Belcher and Dana Hohrnan.

Murrayan killed
when truck leaves
road, overturns
A Murray man was pronounced
dead at the scene after his truck left
the road and overturned Sunday,
according to a report from the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Chris Bryan, 21, of Rt. 6 Murray, apparently lost control of his
pickup, left the road, jumped a
culvert, struck a service pole and
overturned around 4:38 a.m. off
Kentucky 94 about three miles east
of Murray, authorities said.
No other injuries were reported.'
Cause of the accident has not
been determined.

Kentucky State
Police Post I
issues report
The Kentucky State Police at
Mayfield's Post 1 opened a total of
47 criminal cases for the week of
Oct. 27-Nov. 2, according to a
weekly report issued by the post.
The post also made 46 criminal
arrests, responded to 20 auto accidents, answered 127 complaints
and made 21 DUI arrests, according to the report.

Bell receives
endorsement
of Glascock
The Republican candidate for
state treasurer says he has received
the endorsement of one of the six
unsuccessful Democratic candidates for that office in the May
primary.
Louisville businessman John
Glascock, in an announcement
Tuesday, urged Democrats to vote
for Republican Don Bell rather
than for the Democratic nominee,
Frances Jones Mills, whose candidacy he termed "musical-chair
politics" of a ."career politician,"
according to a press release issued
by the Bell campaign.
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